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Abstract 

This Master Thesis analyzes the needs and problems of young innovative companies (YIC-s) 

in Estonia and shows to what extent current public policies match with these. Based on vast 

academic research, it starts with an in-depth overview of how countries achieve 

competitiveness and what role innovation and young innovative companies have in the 

process. This perspective is complemented with possible public policy measures to promote 

competitiveness, innovation and YIC-s. The thesis covers the country specifics of Estonia as 

well as current policy documents promoting innovation and technology development. An in-

depth view of public organizations in National Innovation System of Estonia is given with a 

focus on measures towards YIC-s. Based on 6 qualitative interviews with representatives of 

YIC-s, the thesis brings out five groups of needs YIC-s encounter in Estonia. These include: 

financing, human capital and hiring of employees, general consulting, sales and 

commercialization, and contact network and expansion abroad. The thesis concludes with 

the evaluation of public policy measures by seeing how they match with the YIC-s needs.    
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1. Introduction  

In light of the rapid pace of globalization in the current world, countries are facing fierce 

competition to sustain and increase their standard of living. Since their resources are limited, 

they have to make certain choices and to utilize these in the most efficient way (Schuller and 

Lidbom, 2009). For this reason, understanding how countries can achieve and improve 

competitiveness taking into account their limited resources has become a very actual topic 

for both researchers and policy makers.  

Strong innovation capability can be considered as one mean to competitiveness in more 

developed countries. Innovation is vital for long-term increase in productivity and prosperity 

of a region is dependant on the productivity of all its industries (Porter, 2003). Innovation 

can be found in business models, products or processes as well as all organizations (whether 

young or old, small or big) can innovate. While normally the ability to innovate in a country is 

stronger than the actual level of innovation, governments are often finding ways to correct 

for this “market failure” and many innovation policy instruments have been developed to 

improve the situation. 

Countries are often focusing their innovation support activities on young innovative 

companies (YIC-s). The reason why attention is frequently drawn to YIC-s is due to 

expectations on their effects on innovation and especially more radical innovations shaping 

new markets that come with these companies (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008). Moreover, 

they play an important role in the new technology implementation process, which 

contributes to the renewal of industry structure and to aggregate economic growth in 

general (Pellegrino et al, 2009).  

This thesis takes a more in-depth view of young innovative companies and related public 

policies in Estonia. It is a small country located in North of Europe and has been only 20 

years independent since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The country is an interesting 

example as since regaining its independence it has gone through a rapid development during 

which it has become a full member of EU, NATO (both in 2004), and only recently Eurozone 

by adopting euro in 2011. While at the beginning of its independence it could be considered 

as a low cost country with relatively redundant economy, it is now on the way to become a 
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country with various knowledge-based industries. Nevertheless, Estonia is still significantly 

lacking behind EU27 average on economic development and people’s standard of living.  

During the 20 years of independence, policy makers of Estonia have gradually shifted their 

focus from simply building up a general framework to more on promoting innovation and 

improving competitiveness. While the aims of the policies are noble, it is often the case that 

the resources are limited and the country has to make a compromise between for instance 

improving its social benefits system and promoting innovation. 

Since promoting young innovative companies helps to renew the industry structure and may 

be a way to achieve the country’s competitiveness and increase in development faster, it is 

interesting to take a deeper look at these companies in Estonia. In order to see what is the 

current status with regard to the country strategy towards YIC-s, it is worthwhile to identify 

their needs and problems in their development process and to see how current public policy 

measures are matching with these. The aim of this is to see whether there could be any 

improvement in the current public initiatives so that young innovative companies could be 

approached more effectively. 

 

1.1 Research Question  

This thesis aims to look at the current structure of public initiatives promoting innovation 

and technology development in Estonia and links it to the perspective of YIC-s. In the view of 

policy makers, all the initiatives should be effective and as an end result raise 

competitiveness of the country. However, YIC-s have particular needs and problems in their 

start-up and development stages and it is of interest of this thesis to see whether the 

current policies are actually matching with the needs.   

Therefore, the following research question is derived: ‘What are the needs of young 

innovative companies in Estonia and to what extent related public initiatives benefit these 

companies?’ 

The thesis focuses on the start-up and development processes of young innovative 

companies. From the existing literature review, an analytical framework of YIC-s needs is 

derived that will be used in the analysis.   
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In order to answer the research question, the following sub-questions are formed: 

• How do countries achieve competitiveness and what role do innovation and young 

innovative companies entail in this process? What exactly is considered behind YIC-s and 

what are their needs in start-up and development stages?  

• What are the possible public policy initiatives towards YIC-s that would as an end result 

promote innovation, technology development, and competitiveness in a country? 

• What is the current framework of public institutions promoting innovation and 

technology development in Estonia? What is the country’s strategy towards promoting 

YIC-s and what are the exact aims and measures of these public organizations? 

• What are the needs of YIC-s in Estonia and do they match with the available public 

initiatives? What are the needs of YIC-s that are less or not covered by the public 

support? 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section brings out the 

methodology used in order to answer the research question. Then an extensive review of 

academic literature is provided in order to show how countries achieve competitiveness and 

what role innovation and young innovative companies play in this process. The section 

additionally brings out related public policy measures as well as identifies the needs of YIC-s. 

After that, the fourth section focuses on the country profile of Estonia and its innovation 

policy framework by bringing out the key policy documents and public organizations in its 

innovation system. The fifth section concentrates on more specific framework of needs of 

young innovative companies in Estonia based on the qualitative interviews made. It also 

looks at how the current public policy measures match with these needs and to which extent 

they could be improved. The final part concludes the thesis and provides suggestions for 

further research.  

 

2. Methodology 

This Master Thesis is a qualitative study about the needs of young innovative companies in 

Estonia and how current public policy measures to promote them are matching with these 

needs. It looks at how countries in general achieve and sustain their competitiveness by 
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promoting innovation and YIC-s in particular, whereby the analysis is based on the case of 

Estonia (unit of analysis).  

The three following sections bring out how exactly the methodology is formed in this thesis.  

 

2.1 Review of Academic Literature 

In order to answer the research question, first an extensive review on academic literature is 

compiled (mostly by using EBSCOhost and JSTOR databases). The aim of this is to see what is 

the theoretical perspective on the topic and how countries’ competitiveness is related to 

innovation and young innovative companies. It helps to better understand why government 

intervention is deemed necessary and what are the related public policies that are used to 

promote competitiveness, innovation, and YIC-s.  

In terms of young innovative companies in particular, the literature review is useful to 

identify their key characteristics and potential needs and problems in their development 

stages. This is a mean to better understanding of the aspects that influence policy makers in 

their respective measures. The academic research additionally helps to bring out the 

possible public policy initiatives towards YIC-s that should promote innovation and 

competitiveness in a country in general. The aim of covering the academic research and 

different theories related to the topic is to derive a comprehensive framework that can be 

used on the analysis of YIC-s and respective public policies in Estonia.   

 

2.2 Qualitative Interviews with YIC-s in Estonia 

In addition to the academic research covered, in-depth qualitative interviews form another 

important input for the thesis. The interviews were made with related people to or 

representatives of YIC-s in Estonia. The aim of these was to identify the needs and problems 

of YIC-s in Estonian context and to a get a strong understanding to which extent the 

companies have benefited from the public support mechanisms.  

In the period of March-April 2012 in total 6 qualitative interviews were made and the list of 

the interviewees is the following: 
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Interviewee Work position Organization Webpage

1 Kristi Hakkaja Former President Estonian Startup Leaders Club www.startupleadersclub.com
2 Katriin Tšepurin COO Edicy www.edicy.com
3 Diana Saarva COO Fits.me www.fits.me
4 Janar Merilo CEO GateMe www.gateme.com
5 Erki Põldma CEO TapTender www.taptender.com
6 Ragnar Sass Co-founder Pipedrive www.pipedrive.com  

Table 1. List of Interviews. 

 

Since the needs and problems of YIC-s are also dependent on their development stage (that 

occurred after the academic research), the author approached companies with profiles that 

would give a comprehensive overview also related to that. While in total 10 people were 

approached, only 6 were willing to or had time to contribute to the work. Therefore, in 

terms of profile two companies are at very early stage of development (GateMe and 

TapTender), one that has been present for some while and is yet to have bigger expansion 

(Edicy), and two that are already enjoying international success (Fits.me and Pipedrive). The 

interview with representative of Estonian Startup Leaders Club has provided a good insight 

about the needs of YIC-s from a more general perspective. In addition to that, one 

interviewee has been involved with one unsuccessful case of a YIC and has shared also this 

experience. The exact profiles of the interviewees and the companies are provided in section 

5 of the thesis and notes from the interviews are in the appendix.  

Since the focus of the thesis is on the view of young innovative companies (and their 

subjective opinion about the public policies), the author has decided to make interviews 

with only YIC-s and public sources have been used to get an overview of exact public policy 

measures towards them. Additionally, as most of the new startup companies in Estonia are 

based on IT software solutions, then the five companies are also picked from that sector.  

All the interviews lasted from approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour 15 minutes. Since the 

there were significant differences in profiles and field of activities of the companies, it was 

not possible to define a specific “one-for-all” set of questions. In general, the author first 

asked the interviewees to talk about their company’s profile, their relation to the 

operations, and the companies’ development in key stages from the very beginning. When 

talking about the development, the author additionally enquired to identify the key needs 

and problems the companies encountered during the activities. When hearing about the 
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activities and how the companies have been doing, often the state support mechanisms 

were brought into discussion. Nevertheless, specific questions were asked about different 

public support measures in Estonia as well as to give their evaluation based on the initiatives 

the companies had used. The author also asked about more general needs of YIC-s and how 

could Estonia improve the current situation to match better with the needs.   

Since Estonian Startup Leaders Club is not a company but an organization bringing together 

YIC-s in Estonia, the interview with Kristi Hakkaja was more general. Nevertheless, the aim of 

the interview was to get to know the needs and problems of YIC-s in Estonia as well as what 

is the state role in it and how could this be improved.       

2.3 Other 

Available public sources were used to map the current structure of public organizations 

promoting country’s competitiveness, innovation and YIC-s and to identify the exact public 

policy measures towards these in Estonia. The sources include relevant policy papers, web 

pages of relevant public and private organizations, as well as local media coverage on the 

topic. This is of help to identify what are the aims of the government and how much it 

involved in helping the YIC-s in Estonia.  

In order to see where Estonia stands in its development and how has economically 

developed, the author has used analysis of statistical indicators based on Statistics Estonia 

and Eurostat. Additionally, these statistical indicators are commented and put to the 

perspective of country-specific characteristics (based on public sources) in order to better 

understand their development.   

To summarize the whole methodology part, the thesis is forming its theoretical background 

and framework based on an extensive review of academic literature on the topic. It brings in 

the perspective of Estonia by using public sources to identify key public policy measures and 

organizations promoting competitiveness, innovation and YIC-s. The exact needs and 

problems of young innovative companies in Estonia are derived from the in-depth 

qualitative interviews with the market participants and the analysis of the matching of the 

needs and respective public policies is based on these findings.   
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3. Competitiveness, Innovation and Young Innovative Companies 

and Related Public Policies 

As brought out in the introduction part, one way to enhance competitiveness of a country is 

via innovation and promoting young innovative companies (YIC-s) in particular. This section 

aims to define and bring out the key aspects of competitiveness, innovation, and YIC-s. 

Additionally, it shows how these concepts are related to each other.  

Since the aim of the thesis is to look at the needs of YIC-s and to what extent public policies 

match and benefit them, a framework of these needs will be developed that is used for the 

analysis of YIC-s in Estonia. In addition to that, possible public policies towards innovation 

(and YIC-s) and relevant theoretical concepts for analysis are covered.   

 

3.1 Competitiveness 

In the current global world with open markets, countries are facing fierce competition to 

sustain and increase their standard of living. Moreover, since resources are limited, 

countries have to make certain choices and their resources should be utilized in the most 

efficient way (Schuller and Lidbom, 2009). Therefore, understanding and analyzing different 

aspects of competitiveness have become particularly interesting for researchers as well as 

for policy makers.  

3.1.1 Definition and Levels of Competitiveness 

Competitiveness of nations is widely defined as: “A field of economic knowledge which 

analyses the facts and policies that shape the ability of a nation to create and maintain an 

environment that sustains more value creation for its enterprises and more prosperity for its 

people” (Garelli, 2004). 

Competitiveness of nations is therefore concentrating on public policies to form the 

environment around a country’s enterprises. It is a relative concept, which means that 

normally when analyzing a country (or a company) it is compared with another country (or 

company) based on some benchmark criteria. 

Competitiveness can be viewed both on micro as well as macro level (Clark and Guy, 1997). 

On micro or company level, competitiveness generally shows a company’s ability to increase 
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in size, market share and profitability. On macro or usually national level, the appropriate 

indicators for comparison are somewhat more difficult to define and can differ to some 

extent. In most of the cases, level of international trade, industry policy, technology policy, 

and more broadly general standard of living of countries are some indicators among many 

others. Garelli brings out that competitiveness aims to raise the level of prosperity of people, 

which is a combination of standard of living, buildup of wealth, and quality of life (2004). 

Since the country level of competitiveness is dependent on how competitive its companies 

are and vice versa, both macro and micro level of competitiveness are interdependent.   

3.1.2 Determinants of National Competitive Advantage 

One way to analyze national competitive advantage is to look at the Porter’s Diamond 

(Porter, 1990). This brings out four determinants of a nation that individually and as a 

system provide a framework that enables its firms in a particular industry to compete 

successfully. These determinants are the following: 

1) Factor conditions – a nation’s position in production factors like skilled labor and 

infrastructure; 

2) Demand conditions – home market demand for particular industry’s products or 

services; 

3) Related and supporting industries – presence or absence of internationally competitive 

supplier or related industries in the nation; 

4) Firm strategy, structure and rivalry – conditions governing how companies are 

established, organized, and managed, as well as the characteristics of domestic rivalry.  

Within this system, the role of the government is to act as a catalyst and challenger. It is not 

able to create competitive industries itself as only companies can do that. Therefore, 

successful public policies create the environment where companies can gain competitive 

advantage rather than directly intervene to the process.   
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3.1.3 Development Stages of Countries and Components of Competitiveness 

Ranking countries in the world according to their competitiveness has become very popular 

and several indices for evaluation have been developed. Probably one of the most well 

known is the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) used since 2005 by World Economic Forum 

(WEF) (Vares et al, 2011). It is a comprehensive indicator capturing both microeconomic and 

macroeconomic foundations of national competitiveness.  

The GCI is a weighted average of different components, all of which should capture one 

aspect of the concept of competitiveness. There are 12 interdependent pillars of the index 

that are classified into three main sub-indexes that also reflect stages of development of a 

country (see figure below; Schwab, 2011).  

Basic requirements

• Institutions

• Infrastructure

• Macroeconomic environment

• Health and primary education

Efficiency enhancers

• Higher education and training

• Goods market efficiency

• Labor market efficiency

• Financial market development

• Technological readiness

• Market size

Innovation and sophistication 

factors

• Business sophistication

• Innovation

Key for

FACTOR-DRIVEN 

Economies

Key for

EFFICIENCY-DRIVEN 

Economies

Key for

INNOVATION-DRIVEN 

Economies

Basic requirements

• Institutions

• Infrastructure

• Macroeconomic environment

• Health and primary education

Efficiency enhancers

• Higher education and training

• Goods market efficiency

• Labor market efficiency

• Financial market development

• Technological readiness

• Market size

Innovation and sophistication 

factors

• Business sophistication

• Innovation

Key for

FACTOR-DRIVEN 

Economies

Key for

EFFICIENCY-DRIVEN 

Economies

Key for

INNOVATION-DRIVEN 

Economies

 
 

Figure 1. The 12 Pillars of Competitiveness. 

Source: Schwab, 2011. 
 

During the first stage of development, countries compete based on their factor 

endowments, mostly unskilled labor and natural resources (factor-driven economies). There 

is tough price competition and low productivity that is reflected in low wages. Maintaining 

the competitiveness in these economies is dependent on the level of “Basic requirements” 

indicators.  
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When the productivity and wages start to rise and a country becomes more competitive, 

competitiveness is more driven by “Efficiency enhancers” pillars as the production process 

has to become more efficient and product quality has to rise (efficiency-driven economies).  

In the last stage of development the wages as well as the standard of living have increased 

to the level where companies are only able to stay in competition with new and unique 

products and even more efficient production processes (innovation-driven economies). 

Therefore, innovation is a mean to competitiveness in more developed countries and plays 

extremely important role to sustain and improve their standard of living.  

This section has shown that the competitiveness of nations is largely dependent on how 

competitive its companies are and public policies should concentrate on creating supportive 

environment for them. Moreover, in line with the development stages of economies also 

innovation plays a vital role, as in more developed countries companies can only stay 

competitive when they are innovating.   

3.2 Innovation 

Innovation is vital for long-term increases in productivity (competitiveness) and prosperity of 

a region/country depends on the productivity of all its industries (Porter, 2003). This section 

defines and gives an overview of innovation and shows why it is important in the context of 

a country’s competitiveness; it also brings out related public policy measures.  

3.2.1 Definition of Innovation 

According to Luecke and Katz innovation is the “embodiment, combination, or synthesis of 

knowledge in original, relevant, valued new products, processes or services” (2003). It can 

also be defined as: “The effort to create purposeful focused change in an enterprise’s 

economic and/or social potential” (Drucker, 1998).  

3.2.2 Types of Innovation 

Innovation can be found in business models, products or processes, as well as it can have 

different levels depending on the newness of customer need fulfilled and newness of 

technology (Chandy and Tellis, 1998). The most widely known typology matrix for 

innovations is the following: 
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Newness of Customer Need Fulfilled 

 Low High 

Low Incremental 
Innovation 

Market 
Breakthrough 

Newness of 

Technology 

High Technological 
Breakthrough 

Radical Innovation 

Table 2. Typology Matrix for Innovations. 

Source: Chandy and Tellis, 1998. 

Normally the process of incremental innovation (improvement in existing technology or 

application of existing core competence) is ongoing in almost every company as it is crucial 

for staying in business. However, the three other types of innovation are often more 

attractive and can be (financially) more beneficial to pursue. Therefore, these are also the 

types policy makers are more promoting and focusing on.  A more extreme type is radical 

innovation that normally brings major shift from everything that has come before and thus it 

may even be something that policy makers are not even aware of to promote.  

As a subset of all innovation (when newness of technology is high), it is important to bring 

out technology based innovation, which is defined as the systematic and successful use of 

science for creating new forms of economic activity (Branscomb and Auerswald, 2002). It has 

an important role in an economy due to its potential to create entire new industries.  

3.2.3 Role of Research and Development in Innovation  

Research and development (R&D) has an important role in creation of innovation and many 

innovation policy measures are specifically targeted towards either directly or indirectly 

promoting R&D activities. R&D comprises of: “creative work undertaken on a systematic 

basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and 

society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications” (OECD, 2008). 

R&D is a mean for companies to achieve future growth by developing new products and 

services and concomitantly improve and expand their operations (Investopedia, 2011).  

Strong ability to perform R&D is extremely relevant in light of continuous development in 

technology, fierce competition, and changing preferences of customers. It is related to 

countries’ and companies’ innovative capabilities, as more is spent on R&D, the more likely it 
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is that innovative activity will occur. Without any R&D, companies are likely to have to 

outsource their innovations.  

3.2.4 Actors of Innovation 

As brought out above, there are different types of innovation and it can be identified in 

business models, products or processes. This does not mean that innovation can only 

happen in companies or certain types of companies. In fact, all organizations can innovate 

and it can happen in either small or big companies, public or private companies, etc.  

3.2.5 Why Should Governments Promote Innovation? 

Generally speaking, the ability to innovate in a country is stronger than the actual level of 

innovation (Vretblad, 2007). This is because businesses can only appropriate part of the R&D 

benefits to society. Normally private companies look at their own benefits first, not what is 

socially more beneficial, when they are deciding on the R&D projects to invest in. The 

situation is often called “market failure” as from the society’s perspective market forces do 

not lead to optimal level of R&D. Thus, innovation policy aims to compensate for this market 

failure.  

In order to make innovation work in a country, many aspects should be included. Thus in 

addition to promoting R&D there are other more general policy measures, the idea of which 

is well captured by OECD. According to the organization: “Governments need to create a 

policy environment that provides the right signals to innovators and users of technology 

processes, both domestically and internationally; to fund basic research; and to support 

private initiatives in an appropriate manner” (2001).  

3.2.6 Innovation Policy Instruments  

There are many activities governments should engage in to promote innovation. Johansson 

et al bring out that the general innovation policy instruments should concentrate on the 

following (2007): 

1. Institutions. Institutional framework is an important factor not only for innovation but 

also for economic growth and development as a whole. Formal institutions are 

responsible for defining the property rights of economic agents and setting the level of 
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transaction costs in the economy. Therefore, it is important to support growth of 

intermediate institutions in an economy.  

2. Infrastructure. Innovations are dependent on geographical infrastructure and capability 

of mobilizing technical resources, knowledge and other inputs necessary for innovation 

processes. Improving infrastructure enhances knowledge production, productivity 

growth, and various networks.   

3. Incentives. These are meant for augmenting R&D efforts that will enhance the rate of 

innovation. Incentive systems can be for private sector and its investments and/or public 

expenditures. Subsidies should target specific groups of companies where they could 

generate positive externalities.  

4. Education and training. Human capital is an important factor explaining innovation and 

economic growth. While higher education is important to R&D to “produce” graduates 

with engineering, technical or science education, primary and secondary education play 

role as a prerequisites to other levels. Governments should consider promoting life-long 

learning and trainings to develop human capital and to be more productive in rapidly 

changing environments.   

5. International trade (exports and imports). Innovation, by improving quality and variety 

of products, enhances demand for goods and thus can have positive effect on trade 

volume and the balance of trade. Both the competition that arises from imports and use 

of foreign technology (having effect on domestic technological development) can induce 

a country to innovation.  

6. Labor market. Labor market policies affect the cost of implementing innovations and 

thus influence the firms’ capacity to take advantage of innovation activity. Labor market 

flexibility encourages implementation of new production methods and labor mobility 

increases knowledge spillovers. 

7. Financial markets. Countries with well functioning financial systems normally grow 

faster than the ones with dysfunctional financial market. It is important to enhance 

competition within financial sector and to improve alternative financial aid for venture 

capital. 
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8. Companies. Young companies (entrepreneurship) form significant part when it comes to 

introducing new goods and services (i.e. innovations). Therefore, it is important for 

countries not to protect incumbent companies and regulate services to a too large 

extent. The amount of bureaucracy to establish a start-up should be minimized. 

Ownership structure and corporate governance also play important role in innovations. 

3.2.7 Concept of National Innovation System  

Often when analyzing innovation policy of a particular country the concept of national 

innovation system (NIS) is used. The concept serves as a useful tool to explain the behavior 

and performance of the set of institutions in a country that aim at creating long-term 

economic growth and sustainable development (Niosi, 2002). The system of innovation 

approach is useful for policy design and evaluation as well as it helps to provide more 

specific policy recommendations (Klein Woolthuis et al, 2005). Later on in the thesis, when 

analyzing Estonia, the concept of NIS will be used to plot the key public organizations there.  

National Innovation System is defined as: “the system of interacting private and public 

firms (either large or small), universities, and government agencies aiming at the 

production of science and technology within national borders” (Niosi et al, 1993).  Thus it is 

a framework of interacting actors/organizations within one country.  

In the framework, the following links among units of NIS should exist (Niosi et al, 1993): 

• financial flows (i.e. public/private financing of innovation); 

• legal and policy links (i.e. intellectual property rules, technical standards, and technology 

and procurement policy /state coordination); 

• technological, scientific and informational flows (i.e. all kinds of collaborations and 

interactions); 

• social flows (i.e. organizational flows and personal flows). 

This means the actors interact with each other at certain levels and they have common goal 

to develop, protect, finance, or regulate new science and technology. According to Wessner, 

in order to improve innovation-led growth, public policy’s role can be to strengthen links 

within NIS (2007).   
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While there are several models developed to describe NIS, one benchmark NIS model 

capturing well its essence is the following (Groenewegen and Steen, 2006): 
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Figure 2. The Benchmark NIS Model. 

Source: Groenewegen and Steen, 2006.  

It is worthwhile to note that not all combinations of institutions, structure and culture are 

equally conducive to a country’s long-term economic performance (Lundvall and Maskell, 

2000). NIS for every country is a work in progress; it changes over time and is largely 

dependent on context at this point of time (Wessner, 2007). In addition to its present 

structure, a well functioning innovation system should also be able to pick up new 

opportunities, radical technologies, and changes in institutional framework to adjust to new 

global conditions (Moe, 2004). Thus policy makers should constantly be ready to re-examine 

and revise their innovation policies. At the same time, due to dynamic nature of innovation 

systems it can also be misleading to assess their performance at a particular time (Carlsson 

et al, 2002).    

In terms of innovation systems in Europe, Lundvall criticizes their current approach, where it 

aims at benchmarking by finding out best practices and then applying it to all countries 

(Lundvall, 2007). He argues that it might not be possible to transplant high performing 
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element from one system to another one and at the same time expect similar outcomes. 

This actually might have some good implications for policy makers to consider in the future.  

3.2.8 Comments on the Policy Formulation 

Since the global innovation networks have emerged, also science, technology and 

innovation policies should no longer be formed based on national context only (OECD, 

2008). Countries are competing to be location for R&D and innovation activity, thus 

framework conditions affecting the location of production and costs become more critical. 

Therefore, labor market and competition policies, availability of good public infrastructure 

for innovation and highly skilled workforce are gaining more importance.    

Additionally, Aubert states that innovation policies have to be adapted to levels of 

development and educational bases of a country as well as to differences in institutional 

capabilities (2004). Mahmood and Rufin bring out that the role of government politically and 

economically should vary in its development process (2005). When arguing that 

technological development (and innovation) is an important factor in economic 

development, then intervention depends on how technologically developed a country is. The 

authors argue that the governments should decentralize both political and economic 

activities in more technologically developed countries and innovation is dependent on 

spillovers facilitated by networks of firms and individuals, not on coordination of investment. 

Policy makers should complement innovation policy in a narrow sense at the innovation 

systems formation with wider range of policies that affect the innovation ecology and 

propensity to make connections (Metcalfe and Ramlogan, 2008). Among the general policies 

are: competition policy (fostering an enterprise focused competitive process), education 

policy (the supply of skills and the mobility of labour), tax policy (related to business 

experimentation), and public procurement policy.  

3.2.9 Relationship between Entrepreneurship and Innovation  

Entrepreneurial activities are often associated with externalities and especially the ones that 

create various spillover benefits or costs accruing from the innovative activities of these 

firms (Boadway and Tremblay, 2003).  Additionally, Schumpeter has argued that innovation 
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and technological change come from entrepreneurial spirit (Link, 2007). In his viewpoint, 

entrepreneurs combine input factors in innovative ways to generate value for their 

customers and with the aim to get compensated for this effort. 

For this reason, promoting also entrepreneurship is important element when trying to create 

more innovative companies and favoring new technology and knowledge-based activities 

(Castillo and Barroeta, 2006).  

To summarize, countries promote innovation, as it is crucial for long-term increases in 

competitiveness. While young companies form important part when it comes to introducing 

new goods and services (i.e. innovations), nowadays lots of focus is drawn to them. 

Therefore, the next section will continue with young innovative companies and respective 

public policies.  

3.3 Young Innovative Companies (YIC-s) 

This paragraph concentrates on the general aspects of YIC-s by bringing out their 

importance, key characteristics and needs, reasons why governments want/have to promote 

them, and possible policy measures. This section also derives an analytical framework that 

will be applied to further analysis of Estonia.  

3.3.1 Why YIC-s Matter? 

The key reason why attention is often largely drawn to YIC-s is due to expectations on their 

effects on innovation and especially the more radical innovations shaping new markets 

that come with these companies (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008). Additionally, YIC-s have 

an important role in the new technology implementation process that contributes to the 

renewal of industry structure and to aggregate economic growth in general (Pellegrino et al, 

2009).  

Therefore, YIC-s can be considered as a mean to build up a knowledge based economy and 

change the industry structure of a country, which is also why governments are putting more 

focus on them.  
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3.3.2 Defining Young Innovative Companies  

The focus of the thesis is on young and innovation active companies that have a great 

potential to develop their inventions into commercially successful applications. According 

to EU Commission revised State Aid Rules, YIC-s are defined as companies that must spend 

15% or more of their revenues on R&D and be no more than 6 years old (YIC Status, 2012) 

Since the companies are young, they are typically also of small size. Therefore, the 

characteristics to define YIC-s normally combine age, size and innovation profile (Schneider 

and Veugelers, 2008). The latter generally involves radical innovations that are of more 

technological nature. 

In academic literature they are also often referred to as New Technology Based Firms 

(NTBF-s) or SME-s in high technology sectors (e.g. Almus and Nerlinger, 1999; Schneider and 

Veugelers, 2008). The term YIC also should include academic spin-offs that based on new 

scientific knowledge are introducing radical innovations to market (Schneider and Veugelers, 

2008). YIC-s are, however, frequently thought to be similar to the concept of “gazelles”, 

which can be quite misleading. This term is usually focusing only on fast growth of 

companies, and characteristics such as being small, young and innovation-active are not 

necessarily part of it.  

3.3.3 Characteristics of Small Firms versus Large Incumbents 

As YIC-s are normally young and small firms (with a more specific innovation profile), they 

possess also similar characteristics and problems like any other small company. 

Understanding these characteristics forms an important part of the specifics of YIC-s and 

helps to derive the framework of their needs for future analysis. Since the aspects are more 

visible when comparing with the opposite, small firms are here viewed against large 

incumbent companies (that are often also source of barriers to entry for YIC-s).   

To start with, both large and small firms incorporate unique resources and capabilities, thus 

they are differently impacted by structural characteristics of industries (Dean et al, 1998). 

For instance, small firms can take advantage of speed, flexibility and niche-filling capacity 

while at the same time larger companies simply entail larger financial capacity. Small firms’ 

organizational structures are simpler, operations more streamlined, and also focus is 
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narrower; thus enabling quick reactions. Large firms take advantage of their size and are 

therefore better able to capitalize market share through their broad product lines and 

reputation, exploit patents and economies of scale in R&D, as well as have bargaining power 

over suppliers/customers and allow smaller margins on their products. 

The key strengths of small businesses are the following: greater motivation, better survey of 

the entirety of a project, tacit knowledge in unique skills, more informal communication 

along shorter lines, less bureaucracy, and greater proximity to the market and to own 

production (Nooteboom, 1994). On the other hand, larger companies’ strengths can be 

found in: deeper level of specialization (in people and equipment); abstract, science-based 

knowledge; economy of scale, scope (synergy) and experience; larger and cheaper financial 

resources; and spread of risks. 

When looking at the innovation activity in these companies, large incumbent companies 

have conflicting motivation to innovate. On the one hand, the fear of cannibalizing existing 

profits limits their incentives to innovate (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008). On the other 

hand, they are motivated to innovate in order to protect their market and preempt entry 

from other companies. Due to the characteristics mentioned above, it is easier to preempt 

entry of small innovative companies rather than other big incumbents.   

In terms of innovation in small firms, the following core characteristics play an important 

role: small scale, personality, and independence (Nooteboom, 1994). The first characteristic 

keeps young companies from attaining economies of scale, which is not only occurring in the 

management and production but also in marketing (incl. utilizing channels of communication 

and distribution) and transaction costs. The characteristic of personality reflects how private 

and business affairs in small firms are often intertwined as well as communication and 

procedures are more informal. Independence shows relative freedom from the discipline of 

capital markets that enables more idiosyncratic goals and behavior.  These characteristics, 

however, are prone to change as the company grows, as with larger size more delegation, 

bureaucracy, hierarchy, etc. will occur.  
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Nevertheless, large amount of start-ups (or small companies) tend to fail and it is argued 

that they actually do it more efficiently (without long delay) as they cannot compensate their 

failure by success elsewhere due to limited scope of activities (Nooteboom, 1994).  

3.3.4 Market Failure and Barriers to Entry 

There is a potential market failure related to startup entrepreneurs when attempting entry 

into an industry that is largely due to unique characteristics they possess (Boadway and 

Tremblay, 2003). This is because these entrepreneurs are normally engaged in innovation in 

new products or technologies or bring in new talent that may compete with (or threaten the 

existence of) existing firms. Therefore, they face various barriers to entry.  If these are high, 

they tend to improve profitability and performance of incumbent companies (Robinson and 

McDougall, 2001).  

The barriers to entry can be divided based on whether they involve access to financing or 

not. Thus, there are financial barriers that are related to the fact that generally young 

companies simply lack financing to start-up and develop their businesses. While access to 

internal capital is limited to shareholders’ personal wealth, access to external capital is 

limited largely due to informational asymmetries. These occur because the characteristics 

that are the most likely to contribute to the success of new ventures are based on private 

rather than public information. For instance, the entrepreneur can in some aspects be more 

aware of the real risks associated with the investment or the company in general. Even in 

case the manager is highly motivated to maximize shareholder value, raising external capital 

is often more expensive for young companies/entrepreneurs (or they are even precluded 

from that) as the banks might not be able to verify the business concept or simply be willing 

to take on the risk (Lerner, 2002). Thus also the sources of market failure associated to these 

asymmetries are particularly important for policy makers.   

In addition to that, there are non-financial barriers when entering an industry, which can 

take three main forms (Boadway and Tremblay, 2003). First, there are natural advantages of 

incumbents over new entrants due to dominant positions they hold in their industry. 

Additionally, these firms can themselves create artificial barriers for entry for new ventures. 
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And lastly, government policies (incl. business tax policies) might be unfavorable towards 

young companies and therefore deter entry.  

The market failures that exist for startup entrepreneurs can lead to inefficient choices by 

entrepreneurs in their innovative activity, the decision to enter an industry, and the 

investment, production and employment decisions after their entrance to the market 

(Boadway and Tremblay, 2003). They can make it more difficult to extract the benefits from 

innovations they bring to the market as well as propose uncertainties about the prospects of 

success and make it more problematic to access outside finance or hire new employees.  

3.3.5 Barriers to Innovation 

In addition to general barriers to entry, small companies can face barriers to innovation in 

particular. Schneider and Veugelers in their research have identified the following barriers to 

innovation that young companies face in their operations (2008): 

1. External financial constraints; 

2. Internal financial constraints; 

3. Innovation costs are too high; 

4. Uncertain demand for innovative products; 

5. Regulations; 

6. Lack of qualified personnel; 

7. Lack of information on technology; 

8. Lack of information on markets; 

9. Difficulty of finding cooperation partners; 

10. Market dominated by established firms; 

11. No demand for innovation; 

12. Resistance to change. 

The same authors also bring out the key barriers to YIC innovation are access to finance and 

difficulty in appropriating the benefits from innovation. The latter means that YIC-s may 

not be able to appropriate the surplus created by innovations that are based on the 

knowledge of initial innovation. As these follow-up innovations can be large, incumbents can 

have advantage in exploiting them when the market for technology is not favorable to small 
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and risky projects. Therefore, assuming entrepreneurs are profit-oriented to a large extent, 

there is less motivation for YIC-s to innovate when they are not able to appropriate benefits 

from that.   

3.3.6 Growth Orientation and Stages of Development 

Before starting to bring out the needs of young innovative companies, it is useful to stop on 

the issue of growth. It is important to understand that the needs of YIC-s differ during 

different stages of development (growth) as well as to the extent of which the companies 

are growth oriented.  

For growth oriented companies major and fast investments are necessary in their product 

development and commercialization process (Maula et al, 2007). Thus also strongly growth 

oriented companies are more likely to be seeking external financing. In addition to the 

financing also companies might need non-financial support like advice on general marketing 

strategy or how to expand into new countries. Young companies that do not have growth 

ambitions also need less external support and there is a risk that the innovations they make 

stay undetected. 

There are several determinants of growth of young innovative companies that can be 

separated into firm-specific, founder-specific, and external characteristics (Almus and 

Nerlinger, 1999). First includes e.g. age, size, links with other firms, and product 

diversification of firms. Founder-specific determinants of growth include for instance 

technical and engineering skills of a founder as well as whether a company is established by 

one person or a whole team (some individual know-how deficits could be compensated by 

the other members). External characteristics like population density, average wage and 

salary rates (cost factor), etc. can also determine growth.  

Additionally, Saemundsson has analyzed growth orientation of new technology based firms 

(NTBF-s) and found out that these small companies that might have low growth orientation 

at start-up might achieve strong growth under the new owners (2003). This means that the 

growth orientation may be determined by the firms’ need for external resources and new 

owners who allow access to critical resources can bring in actual growth. 
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Moreover, the companies that are experiencing growth are going through different stages of 

development and face different problems depending on which stage they are. Kazanjian has 

analyzed relation of dominant problems to stages of growth in technology based new 

ventures and brings out the framework in the figure below (1988).  
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Figure 3. Relation of Dominant Problems to Stages of Growth. 

Source: Kazanjian, 1988. 

 

Similarly to this, Greiner has brought out that there are distinguishable phases of 

development that growing organizations face (1972). Each of the phase first represents a 

period of growth that ends with a management crisis that should be solved before entering 

into the next phase. For instance, when starting up a company, there is a creative evolution 

involved as focus is on creating both a product and a market and communication among 

employees is frequent and informal. However, at one point as the organization grows, 

operations require more capacity, knowledge and more employees. Thus also the company 

needs more coordination and the leadership crisis occurs whereby a strong manager is 

needed (either from the founders or externally).  

Therefore, growth orientation and stages of development are important to bear in mind 

when looking at the needs of young innovative companies.  
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3.3.7 Needs of Young Innovative Companies 

Assuming that young innovative companies are growth oriented, bearing in mind their 

characteristics and barriers to entry and innovation, the needs of these companies can to a 

large extent divided into two groups: financial and non-financial needs.  

3.3.7.1 Financial Needs 

Financial needs are related to the fact that in almost every aspect of development of a 

company, financial resources are necessary. Additional financing is not used only for 

purchasing capital goods but also for hiring new employees (Boadway and Tremblay, 2003). 

Moreover, general product/service development, marketing, making contacts, etc. also 

require substantial financial resources.  According to Schneider and Veugelers, young 

innovative firms’ innovation activities are significantly more hampered by access to finance 

than other innovating firms (2008).  

These needs are also largely dependent on the business idea – normally ICT sector ideas 

require less product development costs than for instance biotechnology sector ideas, which 

require substantial research and more time to market (Maula et al, 2007). Even developing a 

prototype for some life-changing idea might take on enormous risks and require the amount 

of capital that maybe only public financing would be willing to provide. Therefore, despite 

willingness to innovate, related costs might be simply too high to develop the idea further.   

Schneider and Veugelers also bring out that YIC-s find financial constraints hampering their 

innovative activities and differentiate between internal and external financial constraints 

(2008). Thus, financial needs are dependent on the extent the company’s shareholders can 

put up their own money as well as the extent they have been able to attract external 

financing from investors (either friends and family, angel investors, VC, bank loans, etc).  

Therefore, the field of activity determines what is the indicative amount of financing a young 

innovative company needs for its developing activities. Related to that, the amount of 

internal and external capital available determines the extent it either lacks or does not lack 

necessary financing.  
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3.3.7.2 Non-Financial Needs 

Nevertheless, capital is not the only aspect young innovative companies need. In addition to 

the fact that their ideas can face high initial investment costs, young entrepreneurs may 

simply lack commercial experience and expertise, have limited access to special 

technologies, or lack the collateral (Boadway and Tremblay, 2003).  

Lack of experience mostly related to development and managing growth of the company is 

often the key source of non-financial needs. To start with, since YIC-s often entail less 

experience than older companies, their implementation of R&D projects can also be more 

erratic (García-Quevedo et al, 2011). Inexperienced YIC-s also rely more on their internal skill 

endowments, which means the skills that founders and employees have, may significantly 

affect their development. Asymmetric information, however, is also one of the reasons 

hindering new firms to hire employees (Boadway and Tremblay, 2003). Due to asymmetric 

information new companies have relative disadvantage in comparison to established firms 

to gauge the quality and suitability of new employees (or simply have lack of qualified 

employees). Therefore also the internal skill endowment can be quite limited.  

While at the beginning of a company’s operations founders can be considered as a critical 

resource, then the “web of specific investments built around the founder” is additionally 

deemed to become a critical resource relatively early in a firm’s life (Kaplan et al, 2005). This 

is due to the fact that human assets (despite crucial for YIC-s) can be relatively instable and 

thus forming more tangible assets is becoming more important.  

Moreover, young innovative companies can build their competitive advantage via their key 

customer relationships as these can offer significant learning opportunities (Yli-Renko et al, 

2001). By forming alliances or cooperative ventures, these relationships can also lead to 

more opportunities in wealth-creation. However, the YIC-s need to have skills to access this 

wider customer base and to form alliances.  

Even if YIC-s are highly competent in R&D, potential technology entrepreneurs often lack 

experience in commercial matters (Keuschnigg and Nielsen, 2002). Additionally, business 

plan (a way to sell their business idea), whether written down or not, is also deemed 

extremely important asset of YIC-s (Kaplan et al, 2005). Therefore, knowing how to write a 
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good one plays important role in terms of approaching potential investors as well as getting 

the company’s focus and strategy in place.  

Looking at the barriers to innovation by Schneider and Veugelers, then in addition to 

abovementioned, they might need more information on technology, markets in general, 

access to cooperation partners, etc (2008). Therefore, in order to tackle all these problems 

and needs more special knowledge and consulting in various fields is often necessary.  

Access to “smart money” or “informed capital” is frequently the answer to YIC-s needs, 

both financial and non-financial. This is normally provided by business angels and venture 

capital firms, which in addition to money have special market knowledge and managerial 

know-how to help the YIC-s with.   

Additionally, considering the characteristics of YIC-s and how easily they face barriers to 

entry, they would need a business environment that would at least not hinder their start-up 

and activities. This is related to general infrastructure like laws and regulations, availability of 

qualified personnel in a country, markets dominated by established firms, and where there is 

strong resistance to change, and demand for innovation (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008).  

To sum this section up, young innovative companies encounter financial and non-financial 

needs in their operations. While the first is more clear-cut, the second has many different 

sub-aspects. These include the need for general consulting that is because of lack of 

experience young entrepreneurs often face in light of developing and managing growth. 

They especially need help with product commercialization matters since this is key to be 

able to grow. Additionally, help with contact and cooperation networks is crucial for 

knowledge sharing, developing the skill base as well as getting access to better sales 

opportunities. Last but not least, human factor plays an important role in YIC-s and is 

apparently one aspect that determines their success; therefore, they may need extra 

support for this matter. As mentioned above, access to “smart money” is often deemed as a 

solution to YIC-s problems (nevertheless, in reality the access is still quite limited due to the 

risk YIC-s entail).   
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3.4 Public Policies Promoting YIC-s 

Since young innovative companies can be considered as a mean to build up knowledge 

based economy and change the industry structure of a country, policy makers find it 

important to specifically promote these companies. The following section brings out 

intervention rationale as well specific policy measures towards YIC-s.  

3.4.1 Government Intervention Rationale 

As brought out above, young innovative companies are often facing market failures in their 

start-up and development process, which are frequently associated with information 

asymmetries. These make it hard for outside investors to evaluate the quality of young 

enterprises and, unless these good ventures are able to effectively signal their superiority, 

underinvestment from society’s point of view can occur (Maula et al, 2007). Therefore, one 

part of the policy intervention rationale is to address these market failures.  

In fact, when the entrepreneurs are unable to signal their superiority, then government 

intervention can help to certify young firms to the outside investors and thereby stimulate 

development of entrepreneurship (certification effect). Certification helps to overcome 

informational asymmetries and different signals created by government awards (or public 

venture capital) can be extremely valuable in promoting technology-intensive industries that 

have attained little attention from the private sector (Lerner, 2002) 

It is worthwhile to note, however, that it might not be sufficient to design YIC specific 

policies only based on YIC specific market failures (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008). This 

means that in light of uncertainty, risk, changing environments, incomplete, imperfect or 

asymmetric information, also ineffective policy responses can occur.   

In addition to information asymmetries, two other key triggers for government intervention 

are network externalities and spillovers (positive externalities) that occur with young 

innovative companies (Maula et al, 2007). Network externalities are important as it is 

difficult to develop a first business idea into a successful company without access to 

experienced entrepreneurs, financiers, service providers and other stakeholders (Maula et 

al, 2007). Therefore the government should often engage in development of new 

professional infrastructure necessary for an entrepreneurial and knowledge-based economy.  
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Promoting research and development (R&D) is one way to create positive externality in a 

society (Secrieru and Vigneault, 2004). This means that when the government wants to 

create a strong economy with a good knowledge base, then by investing to R&D in seeds and 

start-ups, there will be knowledge spillovers that would overall also promote innovativeness 

and entrepreneurship. Other people do not have to pay for this knowledge and in many 

cases others would try to copy the new innovative technology or product, which would still 

help development of the overall knowledge base. Additionally, if in a country new ideas are 

valued, there is more motivation to think about the ideas. If this R&D money would be given 

straight to e.g. universities, these ideas would still need more time to actually come to the 

market. Giving the support to regular companies would not create that strong basis for 

innovativeness as they would likely be less motivated to innovate and therefore not all the 

ideas would emerge (see also part “Characteristics of Small Firms versus Large Incumbents”).  

 

3.4.2 Policy Intervention Measures targeted for YIC-s  

To begin with, it is important in public intervention that the government takes long-term 

perspective and addresses both supply and demand simultaneously by understanding of 

proper intermediation mechanisms (Maula et al, 2007). Additionally, in order to promote 

innovation in YIC-s policy makers should take into account their specific characteristics to 

target them more effectively (Schneider and Veugelers, 2008).  

One government approach to support growth-oriented entrepreneurship is to make sure 

that tax and legal frameworks are not hampering well functioning markets (Maula et al, 

2007). Thus the government should support improvement in tax and legal environments, 

stock exchanges for growth companies, entrepreneurial culture, and other framework 

conditions that affect supply and demand for both formal and informal VC. Additionally, 

development of effective functioning of exit markets available to investors is of particular 

importance. Stillmann additionally emphasises to have a legal and regulative environment 

that eases e.g. establishment of new companies, protects investors’ rights and property, and 

provides transparent rules applied to everybody (2002).  

As technology-based companies need well-educated (and qualified) workforce, then also 

supporting education system has an important role (Stillmann, 2002).  Moreover, business 
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incubation acts as a critical interface between macro-innovation systems and micro-business 

ventures that could stimulate technological development and social change (Tsai et al, 

2008). 

In addition to that, the government can supply risk capital by both indirect and direct 

investments (Maula et al, 2007). Supply of indirect VC is generally preferred and the aim is 

to develop necessary conditions and incentives for professional investors to emerge and fill 

in the gap in financing of YIC-s. Another aspect is to help to grow the overall demand for the 

products and services of the young companies that are not able to access finance. Again 

direct investments should be seen as a last resort and the role is to employ and motivate 

market actors to select commercially attractive companies.  

There are also differences in sectors on how the government should intervene. Business 

ideas that develop into new enterprises in ICT sector frequently come from prior work 

experience (Maula et al, 2007). For biotechnology sector, ideas are more likely to stem from 

academic research. Thus the latter is often more dependent on public funding (the financing 

in general should be substantial and long term for both product and market development).  

A possible set of policy frameworks taking into account companies’ innovation capability is 

presented in the following table (Aubert, 2004).  
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Table 3. Policy Frameworks Appropriate to Enterprise Innovation Capability (R.Whyte). 

Source: Aubert, 2004. 

Policy Objectives Policy Instruments

Low technology 

SMEs and micro 

enterprises

Business: To stabilizing 

business and build competitive 

capabilities.

Innovation: Building awareness 

of scope and benefits of 

innovation

Business advisory and support services 

SME and micro-enterprise support agencies

Finance (including micro-finance)

Management and skills development

Innovation awareness and understanding

Productivity enhancement services

Innovation identification and matchmaking

Cluster-based approaches to stimulating innovation

Minimal 

technology SMEs

Business: To develop 

competitiveness.

Innovation: To introduce basic 

innovation skills. To encourage 

adoption and application of 

new ideas

Support for business development, diversifying customer base

Product diversification and quality improvement

Management and skills development

Internet-based information services

Technology awareness and marketing

Support for technology adoption and adaptation projects

Graduate intern and placement programs

Consultancy and technical assistance support

Technologically 

competent 

enterprises

Business: To support market 

development, 

internationalization of 

business.

Innovation: To build in-house 

innovation capabilities

Business development, exports market support

Internet-based information services

Innovation and technology support

Technology transfer support

Incubators and techparks

Linkages with academic researchers

Innovation Relay Centers – matchmaking services

Laboratory services and metrology

Graduate intern and placements

Consultancy and technical assistance support – e.g. on 

commercialization, IPR, licensing, patenting, etc.

Technology joint ventures
R&D rich 

enterprises

Business: To develop 

international markets, entry to 

global supply chains

Innovation: To encourage R&D, 

engagement with international 

innovation networks, 

technology transfer and 

diffusion

Exports support

Technology support

Support for participation in international R & D networks, e.g. EU 6th 

Framework Program

Technology and other innovation-based spin-offs

University-industry collaboration

Support for commercialization

 
 

The table above clearly brings out that the policy frameworks differ depending on which 

development stage a company is as well as what is its current innovation capability. While 

there is vast amount of different policy measures, the next section will match the identified 

YIC-s needs to the respective policies that could help to these.      
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3.5 Matching YIC-s Needs and Policy Measures 

Taking from the previous section the needs of young innovative companies the possible 

matching policies would be the following: 

• Financial Needs: Offering general financial support as well as targeted support like 

business development, export, technology, participation of international R&D networks, 

research commercialization funding. Maula et al has brought out additionally supply of 

risk capital, which includes government sponsored venture capital funds, business angel 

co-investment funds (2007). Other measures include also possible tax incentives for 

business angels to motivate them to invest into YIC-s.  

• Non-Financial Needs: 

o General Consulting: Respective measures to tackle the general lack of experience of 

young entrepreneurs include business advisory and support services, business 

incubation, Internet-based information services, consultancy and technical assistance 

support. Additionally, promoting innovation and technology awareness and 

understanding in general may prove useful. 

o Sales and Commercialization: While YIC-s need extra help with regard marketing 

their products and services, the government could help with support in business 

development and diversification of customer base, offer specific consultancy support 

and training for sales, commercialization, general marketing. Helping YIC-s to access 

relevant contact networks and raising awareness on the innovations are also among 

the possible measures.    

o Human Capital: This aspect is extremely difficult for the government to facilitate. A 

more general measure is to tackle the current education system and see if it fits to 

the needs of job markets (e.g. if more technical specialists are needed). Consultancy 

on management and skills development, graduate intern and placement programs, 

and encouraging linkages with academic researchers may help to enhance human 

capital problem of YIC-s by either developing existing employees or bringing in new 

human capital. 
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o Contact and Cooperation Networks: In terms of this problem, governments can help 

to pool YIC-s to clusters and offer business incubation services for many companies in 

one place, thus at least locally the contact network will widen. Additionally, relevant 

international contacts should be shared and support of YIC-s to participate in 

international R&D networks, trainings, events, etc. may be useful.   

As it can be seen, there are many different aspects that the government can help to tackle as 

well as the amount of measures is very extensive. To a large extent, the measures are still 

dependent on the overall development stage of start-up industry and innovation activities in 

a country. In addition to that, financial capacity of a country plays an important role. 

Nevertheless, bearing in mind the possible public policy measures towards YIC-s, the thesis 

will continue with a more specific case of Estonia.  

 

4. Country Profile and Innovation Policy Framework of Estonia 

This part of the thesis aims to give a short overview of Estonia, including its general 

economic development and R&D and innovation activities. It also brings out innovation 

policy framework in Estonia by looking at the relevant policy documents and using the 

concept of national innovation system to plot the relevant policy organizations. This 

framework forms a better understanding of how YIC-s are supported in Estonia and what are 

the background aspects to be considered.  

4.1 Country Profile: Estonia  

This section gives a general overview of Estonia and brings out the relevant country-specific 

characteristics that provide good background information for further analysis.    

4.1.1 General Overview 

Estonia (officially the Republic of Estonia) is a country located in north east of Europe with a 

total area of 45,227 sq.m and population of ca 1.3 million. The capital of Estonia is Tallinn 

with approximately 0.4 mln inhabitants; therefore around one third of population is 

concentrated only to this area. The country is relatively young and only 20 years 

independent since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Since its re-independence in 1991, 

Estonia has experienced a rapid development whereby it has become a full member of 
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European Union and NATO (both in 2004) and only recently Eurozone by adopting euro in 

January 2011.   

 

Figure 4. Location of Estonia in Europe. 

Source: European Commission, 2011 + regeneration. 

4.1.2 Political Framework 

Estonia is a parliamentary democratic republic and the Head of the State is the President, 

mostly carrying out representative functions. The legislative branch the State is the 

unicameral parliament Riigikogu that has 101 members and is elected by people for four 

years. The Government of Estonia (Vabariigi Valitsus) exercises the executive power and is 

formed and headed by the Prime Minister. The State Court (Riigikohus) has the highest 

judicial power. 

4.1.3 Economy 

Since the re-independence, Estonian GDP has grown approximately ten times and during 

that time has been relatively fast developing and dynamic. Despite that, with nominal GDP 

to reach approximately 16 billion EUR in 2011, it is still one of the smallest economies in the 

European Union.  
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4.1.3.1 Key Economic Indicators 

Historical development of Estonia’s GDP and its future forecasts are presented in the graph 

below. 
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Figure 5. Nominal GDP and real GDP growth in 2001-2013E. 

Source: Statistics Estonia, Bank of Estonia forecasts 2011-2013.  

Estonia’s GDP growth was particularly high between 2001-2007; however, during the time of 

the financial crisis it saw a significant decrease. This is due to the fact that since the economy 

is so small, it is very dependent on the outside developments. Additionally, the economic 

growth was a result of strong domestic demand triggered by availability of cheap credit, 

therefore with the crisis hitting in 2008 also banks became more conservative in their 

exposures.   

GDP growth has now regained its momentum and 7.9% increase is forecasted for 2011 (Bank 

of Estonia, 2011). While domestic demand has still been weak, there was a fast readjustment 

of the local companies towards export, largely attributing to this growth.  In the last quarter 

of 2011, however, slowdown was already experienced, mostly due to deteriorating external 

situation and uncertainty related to many euro-area sovereign bond markets. This is 
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expected to continue over 2012 as well as depending on the severity of the situation in 

external environment, also recession could not be ruled out.  

Despite the fast development, GDP per capita in PPS (Purchasing Power Standards) only 

accounted for 64% of the level of EU27 in 2010 (Eurostat, 2012). In current prices it was 

10,700 EUR per capita in comparison to 24,400 EUR in EU27, thus significantly lower than 

the EU-average. For this reason, majority of the economic policies in Estonia are currently 

focusing on catching up and attaining stronger base of knowledge intensive industries can be 

one way to achieve it.  

While 2011 saw an extraordinary growth rates after the recession years (and moderate 

2010), inflation was also much higher than forecasted. HICP inflation of 5.1% was mostly due 

to rising prices of energy and food commodities in the global market (Bank of Estonia, 2011). 

The rate has shown decelerating trend in the 2nd half of 2011 and forecasted inflation rate 

for 2012 is 2.8%.     

The main trade partners for Estonia are Finland, Russia, Sweden and Germany, thus also the 

economy is more influenced by development in these countries.  

4.1.3.2 Industry Structure  

Looking at the GDP split by contributing industries below, it is clear that the structure of the 

economy is yet to improve for Estonia to be considered as one of the “knowledge based 

economies”.  

In 2010 the largest contributors to GDP were: 16.4% processing industry, 11.9% wholesale 

and retail trade, 10.9% real estate sector, and 8.8% transportation and warehousing. 

Processing industry includes timber/paper/furniture industry, food processing, light industry, 

mechanical engineering, and chemical industries. Despite forming approximately half of the 

GDP and employing substantial amount of population, value added per person in these 

industries is relatively low. 
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Figure 6. GDP split by contributing industries in 2010. 

Source: Statistics Estonia, 2012. 

The more valued adding sectors have shown some positive trend over the years; however, 

they still form a small part of the economy. For instance, professional, scientific and 

technical activities contributed 5.1%, ICT sector 4.6%, and financial and insurance activities 

3.6% of GDP in 2010.  

Therefore also the policy makers should strive to change the economic structure in order to 

achieve more weight of knowledge based industries. This certainly is a long process and 

since Estonian policymakers have little power in forming macroeconomic policies (as the 

country is part of the Eurozone), more focus should be put to innovation, education, and 

labor market policies.    

4.1.4 Public Financing 

Historically and also at present the government of Estonia has been relatively prudent and 

conservative in its financing activities.  
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Over the past decade, most of the years the government’s budget has ended in surplus 

whereby it was in deficit of 2-3% only in 2008-2009 (Statistics Estonia, 2012). In 2010 Estonia 

was the only country in the EU next to Sweden to show budget surplus (0.2%). Part of the 

surplus was due to additional revenues from the sale of CO2 quotas and this (and future GDP 

development) will influence the level of the budget balance also over the next years.  

The second aspect characterizing the public finances in Estonia is the low level of public 

debt. In the middle of 2011, the public sector debt amounted to approximately 6% of the 

annual GDP and the central government was still net lender (Bank of Estonia, 2011). It is 

assumed that to finance possible budget deficit, government reserves would be used instead 

of borrowing from the outside.  

The public debt level is also exceptional as it was the lowest in EU27 in comparison to 80.1% 

in the latter in 2010 (Eurostat, 2012). As seen over the crisis years, the low debt burden has 

enabled Estonia to be more flexible and act fast in extreme situations.  

4.1.5 Tax System 

In terms of income taxes the companies are responsible for paying corporate income tax 

and withholding and paying for employees’ personal income tax (both 21% in 2011; eesti.ee, 

2012). In terms of the former, only dividends are taxed and earnings that are reinvested are 

actually tax-exempt. This policy should induce the companies for reinvesting to develop their 

businesses as well as it attractive for FDI. Additionally flat income tax rate at 21% is quite low 

and more straightforward compared to progressive tax systems.  

Value added tax (VAT) in Estonia is 20%. In case of some goods and services either 9% or no 

VAT (0%) applies. The social tax rate at 33% to fund pension insurance and state health care 

is, however, relatively high in comparison to other European countries and paid by the 

employer.  

4.1.6 Innovation and R&D Activities 

Over the past decade R&D expenditures in Estonia as well as their share to GDP has shown a 

strong positive trend (see the graph below for exact developments). In 2010 total R&D 

expenditure amounted to 233 mEUR, growing ca 18% y-o-y. The share of public R&D 
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expenditure was 44% and historically the proportion has always been quite similar (1.8% of 

the state budget).  
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Figure 7. R&D expenditure in Estonia in 2001-2010. 

Source: Statistics Estonia, 2012.  

The share of R&D expenditure to GDP increased to 1.6% level in 2010. Despite strong 

development over the years, it is still well below the Lisbon treaty’s target of 3% and the 

EU27 average of 2.0% in 2009 (Eurostat, 2012).   

 

4.1.7 Other Country-specific Characteristics 

4.1.7.1 Size of Companies 

In addition to being a small economy in general, it is interesting to see that the number of 

large companies (with more than 250 employees) is really small. Vast majority of companies 

have less than 50 employees and ca 93% of the companies have even less than 10 

employees. 
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Table 4. Number of companies according to size in 2009-2010. 

Source: Statistics Estonia, 2012. 

# of companies 2009 % share 2010 % share

Total 81,909 100.0% 100,216 100.0%

250 and more employees 177 0.2% 149 0.1%

50-249 employees 1,210 1.5% 1,088 1.1%

10-49 employees 6,428 7.8% 5,551 5.5%

Less than 10 employees 74,094 90.5% 93,428 93.2%  

Therefore, it can be said Estonian economy is dominated by small and medium sized 

enterprises (SME-s).  

4.1.7.2 Establishing a Company 

The fastest and most convenient way to establish a company in Estonia is via electronic 

registration. The application is reviewed in couple of hours, all the signatures are confirmed 

digitally via ID-card and this means there is no need to go to a notary (Ministry of Justice, 

2012). Additionally, since January 2011 there is no need to make an upfront capital injection 

of 2,500 EUR (for LLC). In this case equity capital is formed by the liabilities to the 

shareholders who are liable in the amount of they have promised to inject. 

After this move the number of new company registrations in 2011 has increased 

significantly. Therefore the measure has been quite popular and young entrepreneurs 

appreciate that there is even less burden to start their business activities. 

4.1.7.3 Banking Sector 

An important aspect to consider is the dominance of foreign banks in Estonia. While after 

the re-independence there were many local banks then over the past years via various 

mergers and acquisitions the situation has changed. According to Estonian Banking 

Association (EBA), only four largest banks dominated ca 88% of the market as of March 2011 

(Swedbank 46%; SEB 19%, Nordea 14%, and Sampo 9%; EBA, 2012).    

It should be noted that the origin of all the four banks is Nordic (Scandinavia or Finland) and 

in general balance sheet capitalization of these banks is strong. Therefore, despite being 

foreign owned this aspect is considered an advantage, as these banks are deemed more 

stable in the times of crisis. 
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4.2 Innovation Policy Framework in Estonia 

This section brings out the key policy documents related to R&D and innovation in Estonia as 

well as gives and overview public organizations that are part of the National Innovation 

System. The organizations are the way to implement the policy initiatives and to promote 

increase of competitiveness. This framework gives a good basis to further analysis about 

young innovative companies in Estonia.     

 

4.2.1 Key Policy Documents  

There are several policies that are governing development of science and technological 

innovation in Estonia. The aim of the policies is to set a supportive framework for companies 

that innovate as well as to define key roles of the organizations involved. Since Estonia is 

part of the EU then also many of the policies have the same goals as the general EU policy 

initiatives related to the topic.  

4.2.1.1 “Knowledge Based Estonia”: Estonia’s R&D and Innovation Strategy for 

2007-2013  

“Knowledge Based Estonia” (KBE) is currently the most important valid policy document that 

defines Estonia’s strategy for R&D and innovation in the period of 2007-2013 (Knowledge 

Based Estonia, 2007). It is focusing on sustainable development of the society and aims at 

helping to achieve the goals of Estonian long-term development strategy “Sustainable 

Estonia 21” and the Lisbon strategy set out in EU. 

The key aims of the strategy are to create: 

• Competitive quality in R&D and growth in its volumes; 

• Innovative entrepreneurship aiming at value creation in the current global world; 

• A society that is innovation friendly and focused on long-term development.  

The framework is considering information and communication technologies (ICT), 

biotechnology, and materials technology to be the strategic key technologies to focus on. 

This is because these three technologies are at the forefront of the current R&D, are fast 

developing, as well as they offer additional value and increase in productivity in many 

different fields.  
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Based on the strategy public R&D programs are initiated for: 

• Development of the key technologies (mentioned above); 

• Solving socio-economic problems and achieving goals in the fields that are important 

for every Estonian citizen, e.g. energy, state defense and security, health care and 

welfare, environment protection, and information society; and 

• Assuring continuation and promotion of research related to Estonian cultural 

heritage, language, history, nature, and Estonia’s nationhood.  

The following four measures are used to achieve the goals of the strategy: 1) development 

of human capital; 2) making public sector organization of R&D and innovation more efficient; 

3) increase of companies’ innovation ability; and 4) creating policies focused on Estonia’s 

long-term development. 

Depending on the programs falling into respective governing areas, the Ministry of 

Education and Science (MES) and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications 

(MEAC) are running the implementation of the strategy in cooperation with other ministries. 

Executing “Knowledge Based Estonia” as a whole is the responsibility of the Government of 

Estonia. The Research and Development Council acts as a consultant to the Government in 

the process. 

A special R&D and innovation coordination committee is created to oversee the 

implementation plan of the strategy as well as to provide suggestions, initiate changes and 

do necessary reporting. Members of the committee are from various ministries and the 

Government Office.   

4.2.1.1.1 Key Indicators of the Strategy  

In order to measure implementation of the strategy, a set of key indicators have been 

developed for each of the abovementioned aims. The following table brings out a summary 

of key targets until 2014.  
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Table 5. Yearly targets of the key indicators for implementing Estonian R&D and Innovation 

Strategy (according to international statistics). 

Source: Knowledge Based Estonia, 2007.  

Indicator 2003 2004 2008 2010 2013 2014

R&D volume, % of GDP 0.79* 0.88* 1.50 1.90 3.00

  incl. Private sector R&D, % of GDP 0.27* 0.34* 0.70 0.90 1.60
R&D expenditure in state budget, % of GDP 0.38* 0.39* 0.80 1.00 1.30 1.40
# of scientists and engineers per 1,000 

employees 5 8
Share of new and modernized R&D and 

innovation infrastructures 20 80
# of high quality publications ** 749 1200
# of EPO's patents per million inhabitants 8.9*** 45
Companies' innovation investments (% of 

revenues) 1.6 2.5
Revenues from new products and services (% of 

total revenues) 7.6 15
Employment in high technology and medium-

high technology manufacturing and service 

sector (% of total employment) 7.53 11
Companies' productivity increase per employee 

from EU25 average (%) 50.6 68 72 80

* according to Statistics Estonia

** accodring to ISI Web of Knowledge

*** 2002 figure  

It should be noted that since the strategy was put into effect in 2007 then the figures for 

2008-2014 are forecasts as of that time and the actual figures have been somewhat 

different.     

4.2.1.2 “Estonian Enterprise Policy 2007-2013”: Estonia’s Strategy for 

Entrepreneurship 

Estonian Enterprise Policy brings out the strategic goals and related activities related to 

promoting entrepreneurship in Estonia (Estonian Enterprise Policy, 2007). The policy 

document is supplemented by 3-year implementation plan, which brings out the planned 

activities in more detail.  

The key strategic activities for 2007-2013 are the following:  

• Development of judicial framework; 

• Creation of supportive conditions for entrepreneurship in different regions; 

• Development of entrepreneurial mindset and human resources corresponding to 

business/entrepreneurship needs; 
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• Enabling easier access to capital; 

• Supporting internationalization of Estonian companies, including inclusion of foreign 

capital. 

Both this document and Knowledge Based Estonia are meant to complement each other and 

there should be close cooperation between implementing bodies in order to avoid 

duplication and to create synergies in the programs. Additionally, the documents are made 

under the “Estonian Action Plan for Economic Growth and Jobs”, which also has separate 

policy documents related to rural development and tourism development (which are not 

relevant for this thesis).  

4.2.1.3 “Estonia 2020” Competitiveness Plan 

Competitiveness plan “Estonia 2020” is Estonia’s strategy to achieve “Europe 2020” goals 

that are agreed by all the EU countries and in comparison to the two previous policy 

documents, it is a more general one (Estonia 2020, 2011). The plan sets out the main 

directions for policies and measures to increase Estonia’s competitiveness.  

The plan sets out several macroeconomic indicators to be achieved by 2020. One of them is 

the level of productivity to grow from 69.6% in 2011 to 80.0% of the EU27 average. It should 

be noted that this would only happen in case of positive scenario. Additionally, the level of 

employment among the people aged 20-64 is planned to be increased from 67.8% to 76.0%. 

It should be noted that one of the limits for ongoing economic growth is also the number of 

inhabitants in Estonia (1.32 million). Therefore, politicians should also consider the structure 

of population in their policies.  

 

4.2.2 Key Public Organizations 

This section brings out the current framework of public organizations that are involved in 

promoting science and technological innovation in Estonia by using the concept of National 

Innovation System (NIS). Since the thesis is about public policy measures towards YIC-s, it 

covers the key organizations and their specific measures bearing in mind this focus.   

Since the concept of NIS has been in use for approximately three decades, it is common to 

see that government organizations are actively using it in their policy-making activities. The 
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following graph brings out key organizations in NIS according to the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs and Communications (Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, 2012).  
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Figure 8. Key Public Organizations in NIS of Estonia. 

Source: Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications, 2012.  

 

4.2.2.1 Government of Estonia  

The role of the Government is to design R&D policies that take into account Estonia's 

prerequisites, conditions, and needs (Riigi Teataja, 2012). It is responsible for preparing the 

development plans, presenting them to the Parliament, and doing annual reporting on the 

progress. The Government also is validating all the R&D programs, taking into account 

recommendations from the Science and Development Council.   

While the countrywide R&D programs are overseen by the Government, every ministry of 

Estonia should be responsible of organizing R&D development plan and necessary financing 

for its respective governing field.  
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4.2.2.2 Research and Development Council 

Research and Development Council is counseling the Government in terms of Estonia’s R&D 

strategy. It aims to achieve systematic development of national innovation system and R&D 

activities (Government of Estonia, 2012).  

The council’s work is based on two permanent committees concentrating on R&D and 

innovation policies: the Innovation Policy Committee (led by the Minister of Education and 

Science) and the Research Policy Committee (led by the Minister of Economic Affairs and 

Communications). The two ministers present at least once a year a report about the 

committees’ results as well as action plan for the next period.  

“Law for Organizing R&D Activities” sets out the key principles and tasks for the Council, 

which are the following (Riigi Teataja, 2012):  

• To counsel the Government in terms of Estonia’s R&D strategy; 

• To present its viewpoint to the Government on the state R&D programs presented by 

ministries; 

• To annually present to the Government an overview report about Estonia’s R&D 

activities and goals for the next period’s R&D policies; 

• To counsel the Government in terms of formulating expenses related to R&D that are 

going to the state budget draft act; 

• To counsel the Government with regard to the establishment, reorganization and 

termination of R&D organizations; 

• To counsel the Government in terms of evaluation conditions and procedures of R&D 

organizations; 

• Fulfilling other tasks imposed by law or the Government.  

The Council has 12 members: the Prime Minister (also the Chairperson), Minister of Science 

and Education, Minister of Economic Affairs and Communications, one member of the 

Government set out by the Prime Minister, and 8 members set out by the Government.  
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4.2.2.3 Ministry of Education and Science 

The Ministry of Education and Science is responsible for carrying out national research 

policy and organizing R&D activities (Riigi Teataja, 2012). Related to these, it should develop 

strategies and present proposals to the Government as well as oversee financing process. 

The ministry is also a national coordinator and financing responsible for international 

scientific cooperation projects. The target financing, base financing, and research and 

financing grants come from the budget of the ministry.  

Minister of Education and Science has two counseling organizations: Research Policy 

Committee and Scientific Competence Council. Additionally there are three sub-

organizations under the Ministry: Estonian Science Foundation, Archimedes Foundation, and 

Innove Foundation.  

4.2.2.3.1 Research Policy Committee 

The Research Policy Committee counsels the Minister of Education and Science in 

preparation of topics to present to the Research and Development Council and in fulfilling 

the tasks presented from the latter organization (Riigi Teataja, 2012). It also proposes ideas 

for development of Estonia’s research policy and for financing principles and strategy of R&D 

organizations.  

The committee develops proposals for Estonia’s R&D strategic development plans in 

cooperation with the Innovation Policy Committee. 

4.2.2.3.2 Scientific Competence Council  

The Scientific Competence Council is the second counseling organization for the Minister of 

Science and Education (Riigi Teataja, 2012). Among other things, the council gives proposals 

on target financing for R&D organizations’ scientific topics, and evaluates their results and 

conformance with international level. The council additionally makes proposals to cover 

infrastructure costs of R&D organizations that are under the Ministry of Science and 

Education.  
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4.2.2.3.3 Estonian Science Foundation 

The Estonian Science Foundation (ESF) is an expert research-funding organization in Estonia 

(Riigi Teataja, 2012). It aims to support the most promising research initiatives from all fields 

of basic and applied research. ESF awards peer-reviewed research grants to individuals and 

research groups. Funding for ESF comes from the state budget.  

4.2.2.3.4 Archimedes Foundation 

The foundation is established with the aim to coordinate and implement different 

international and national programs in the field of training, education, and research 

(Archimedes Foundation, 2012). One of its key objectives is to promote international 

cooperation in education, R&D and youth work.  

In the field of R&D the organization is the main contact point for EU Seventh Research 

Framework Programme. It aims to consult and train Estonian researchers to successfully 

participate in this program. In the field of education, it is implementing body for EU Lifelong 

Learning Programme and in youth work it is the implementing body for EU Youth in Action 

Programme.    

4.2.2.3.5 Innove Foundation 

Innove Foundation’s mission is to promote lifelong learning in Estonia and to support 

people’s aptness in the job market (Innove Foundation, 2012). It aims at coordinating 

development activities of lifelong learning and implementing respective programs, 

initiatives, and EU structural funds. 

 

4.2.2.4 Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications 

The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications is responsible for organizing 

technological development activities and innovation in Estonia (Riigi Teataja, 2012). Of 

these topics, it develops and presents proposals to the Government as well as organizes 

financing of application studies, development activities, and innovation. The ministry also 

coordinates international technological cooperation and its financing from Estonia’s side 

when necessary.  
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The Innovation Policy Committee does counseling for the Minister of Economic Affairs and 

Communications. Additionally, there are two key organizations carrying out support 

functions for technological development and innovation promotion: Enterprise Estonia and 

KredEx.  

4.2.2.4.1 Innovation Policy Committee 

The Innovation Policy Committee counsels the Minister of Economic Affairs and 

Communications in preparation of topics to present to the Science and Development Council 

(Riigi Teataja, 2012). It also advises the Minister in terms of fulfilling the tasks presented by 

the council.  

The committee makes proposals:  

• To develop supporting policies related to Estonia’s technological development 

activity and innovation as well as develops relevant strategic documents; 

• On the state budget’s strategy and its annual drafting acts to support technological 

development activities and innovation; 

• On application or evaluation measures supporting technological development 

activities and innovation. 

The Innovation Policy Committee additionally evaluates the implementation of this policy 

and cooperates with the Research Policy Committee in order to coordinate policies 

supporting scientific policy and technological development activities and innovation. 

4.2.2.4.2 Enterprise Estonia (EAS) 

Enterprise Estonia was established in 2000 with the aim to promote entrepreneurship and 

regional policies in Estonia (Enterprise Estonia, 2012). It is one of the largest public 

organizations supporting entrepreneurship and it offers financing, consultation, cooperation 

opportunities, and training to entrepreneurs, research institutions, public and third sector. 

After joining the EU, EAS became one of the EU Structural Funds’ implementation units in 

Estonia.  

EAS has four key fields of activity: 

• Increasing sustainability and accelerating growth of new companies; 
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• Raising export and R&D capability of Estonian companies; 

• Attracting foreign direct investments into Estonian economy; 

• Increasing tourism export and promoting internal tourism; 

• Fostering regional development and civil society. 

Support Measures for Young Companies 

With regard to starting up a company, EAS aims to raise awareness on entrepreneurship, 

inspire potential entrepreneurs to start their activities, and support young entrepreneurs 

who have already started their companies (Enterprise Estonia, 2012). In general, it offers 

several web-based information sites, training and consultation services, financial support, 

and gives out annual award for entrepreneurship. 

In terms of training and consultation, Enterprise Estonia has special consultants for 

entrepreneurship, representative offices making easier to approach the organization, and 

regional development centers where free advice on starting up a company and business plan 

writing is provided. Additionally, it is possible to apply for mentorship (getting a mentor with 

previous business experience) as well as participate in regional mentorship clubs. The 

organization also offers possibility to join entrepreneurship incubator and to receive general 

course for starting up a company.  

EAS also provides start-up and growth support for investments related to starting up and 

developing a company. Start-up support is max 7 tEUR and maximum 80% of the project 

cost. Growth support amounts up to 32 tEUR and maximum 65% of the total cost. Both of 

the supports can only be used for purchasing fixed assets or for marketing activities.  

For company development field EAS encompasses several direct financial support measures 

as well as wide range of information program (mostly web-based). Direct supports are for: 

industrial entrepreneurship consultation, design consultation, hiring of R&D employees, 

cluster development, creative entrepreneurship development, strengthening of 

competitiveness in regions, and regional development planning. Thus for almost every 

aspect of developing a company, it is possible to get financial help from the state if the 

company can fit the evaluation criteria.  
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Additionally, EAS aims to support export of Estonian companies. In this field, it is promoting 

creation of contact network abroad, offering several training programs, mediating finding of 

cooperation partners, participation in trade fairs abroad, as well as offering additional 

(mostly web-based) information on export and potential target markets. In terms of direct 

financial support, companies can apply for export development, hiring of R&D employees, 

industrial entrepreneurship counseling, and shipping support.     

Measures for Promoting Innovation 

EAS aims to increase companies’ R&D and technological capability as well as research 

institutions’ aptness to offer necessary solutions for the companies (EAS, 2012). The 

organization has put strong emphasis on cooperation between research institutions and 

private companies and participation in international cooperation networks. In addition to 

informational services and trainings and counseling services, EAS provides direct financial 

support and has three programs to promote the field. 

Financial support is meant for technological development centers (currently 8, cooperation 

between universities and companies), development of competence centers, hiring of R&D 

employees, test and half industrial laboratories, and innovation stakes. The latter is for 

strengthening cooperation between entrepreneurs and innovation partners (normally 

universities, test laboratories, or IP experts).  

Enterprise Estonia has also started up energy technology, biotechnology and Start-up 

Estonia programs. First two are meant for coordinating related field activities in Estonia (and 

directly related to the policy document “Knowledge Based Estonia”) and the latter is for 

developing high potential innovative companies. It aims to increase the number of good 

innovative business ideas and to accelerate their development into companies. Start-up 

Estonia provides trainings for developing business models, mediates information (to build 

contact network), and runs business accelerators (to help with early stage financing). 

Currently the program’s timeline is for 2011-2013, however, it is likely to be prolonged.  

EAS is also the main organizer of a start-up competition for young entrepreneurs creating 

innovative businesses Ajujaht (Brainhunt). Over the years the competition has gained 
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significant increase in its popularity and has become an important platform for further 

growth of these young innovative companies.  

To summarize, Enterprise Estonia is one of the key organizations that young innovative 

companies can approach in case of consultation or financial needs. Most of the monetary 

support for YIC-s from the state is distributed via this organization.  

4.2.2.4.3 KredEx 

KredEx is another important organization under the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Communications (KredEx, 2012). Its mission is to promote competitiveness of Estonian 

companies by helping to receive financing as well as to manage related credit risks. Another 

big field of its activities include enhancing living conditions of Estonians by providing 

financing and financial solutions to achieve energy efficiency.  

The organization mostly focuses on conducing financing of SME-s. The direct measures in 

entrepreneurship include: 

• Technology loan: subordinated loan, up to 2 mEUR and max 40% of investment 

(machinery and equipment), for export oriented companies, helps to cover required 

equity financing;  

• Start-up loan: providing surety for up to 75% of the loan for companies up to 3 years 

old, financing for investments and working capital; 

• Loan guarantee: for investment and working capital loans, leasings and bank 

guarantees; up to 2 mEUR for SME-s and 75% of the total loan amount; 

• Subordinated loan: for sustainable and growth-oriented companies that cannot get 

bank financing on reasonable terms due to low level of equity financing, too risky 

sector, or not sufficient collaterals; amount from 64-1,100 tEUR; 

• Credit insurance: to ensure stability for mostly exporting companies. 

 While EAS was also aiming to offer informational services and consultation for young 

companies, KredEx focuses only to improve financing possibilities of mostly young 

companies.  
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4.2.2.5 Parliament 

The Parliament of Estonia called Riigikogu is the legislative branch of the State. It is 

unicameral and has 101 members elected by the people for 4 years. Its role in R&D and 

innovation policy is to approve various initiatives as well as to set direction for future 

initiatives (Riigi Teataja, 2012).   

There are two key organizations under the Parliament that play important role in the 

National Innovation System: Estonian Development Fund and Estonian Academy of Sciences.  

4.2.2.5.1 Estonian Development Fund “Arengufond“ 

Estonian Parliament established Estonian Development Fund (EDF) in 2007 (Estonian 

Development Fund, 2012). Its aim is to initiate and support changes in Estonian economy 

and society that: 

- would accelerate modernization of Estonia’s current economic structure; 

- promote growth in export; 

- help to create new jobs that require high qualifications. 

In order to reach these aims EDF organizes foresight projects and together with private 

investors makes venture capital investments into Estonian companies that have 

international potential, are innovative, and expanding their activities. It also promotes area-

specific national and international cooperation and communicates with organizations active 

in international foresight activities.  

The fund is a legal person in public law that is guided by Estonian Development Fund Act, its 

Articles of Association, and other legislation. 

Foresight Activities  

The aim of foresight (as also set out in the policy “Knowledge Based Estonia”) is to give a 

detailed overview of the areas, sectors and sub sectors where implementation of the key 

technologies offers high potential for improvement of the quality of life of Estonians and/or 

competitiveness of the economy. EDF should provide ministries with information on 

challenges related to technology development in various fields of life. ‘The Foresight Action 
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Plan’ is prepared in accordance with the field-specific strategies approved by the Parliament 

and the Government.  

EDF carries out future and technology foresight projects, promotes literacy and better 

understanding on foresight in Estonia, and supports decision makers in both public and 

private sectors with its expert knowledge and opinion. Related to these activities, EDF 

organizes forums, workshops, coffee mornings, innovation laboratories, master classes for 

decision makers, and reports for Estonian Parliament.  

Venture Capital Investments 

EDF aims at developing the venture capital market and eliminating corresponding market 

failures that are currently present in Estonia. According to the Estonian Development Fund 

Act, it can invest 2/3 of investment capital directly to companies and 1/3 through sub-funds.  

EDF currently has the largest portfolio of start-up companies in Estonia – 14 companies and 

total investments of 6.5 mEUR (private sector investments are matching in the same 

amount). The organization has been the actuator of Estonian venture capital association 

EstVCA.  

In terms of venture capital EDF has the following investment criteria: 

• companies with strong international growth perspective, which growth premise is 

based on a strong team and unique business model or technology; 

• investment period is 3-5 years; 

• investments should be done together with private investors and with equal 

conditions; 

• EDF asks for a share of 10-49% of the company; 

• Investment is done in stages/milestones; 

• the private investors and EDF will participate on the council level; 

• forecasted average annual IRR is 35%. 

Management of EDF is carried out by the Supervisory Board (the highest directing body) and 

the Management Board (directing body, representing, planning and organizing day-to-day 

activities of the fund). Next to the managing bodies there is an Expert Committee that acts 

as an advisory body making investment recommendations to the Management Board.  
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Other Activities  

EDF is additionally developing new companies in international business incubator 

SeedBooster. It is a virtual incubator that should act as accelerator to release international 

potential of ambitious business projects and to prepare them for VC rounds. A company can 

stay up to one year in SeedBooster and meanwhile receive mostly consultation services in its 

business plan development. 

The organization also organizing series of events called VentureLab (at least 12 seminars per 

year) to introduce venture capital and develop start-up entrepreneurs. It additionally is a co-

organizer of many other events that help to achieve its aims. EDF-s cooperation partners 

include among others EAS, KredEX, Start-up Leaders’ Club, Garage48, Connect Estonia, 

Ajujaht competition, etc.  

To sum this up, EDF is another extremely important organization for YIC-s. In addition to its 

valuable role in providing foresight activities, it is the state’s measure to provide public 

venture capital. Access to this “smart money” together with inclusion of other private 

investors, has helped many YIC-s to expand their activities. Additionally, its aim is to raise 

awareness and promote innovation activities as well as help to develop and train young 

entrepreneurs.  

4.2.2.5.2 Estonian Academy of Sciences “Eesti Teaduste Akadeemia”  

Estonian Academy of Sciences is a union of scientists with very high scientific qualification 

(Estonian Academy of Sciences, 2012). Its aim is to contribute to development and increase 

in quality of science (scientific research) in Estonia. Additionally it should promote 

application of scientific results to benefit Estonia. The organization is responsible for 

compiling forward-looking analyzes on Estonia’s R&D and innovation based on long-term 

development directions. 
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4.2.2.6 Other Important Public Initiatives 

4.2.2.6.1 Science and Technology Parks 

Currently there are three main science and technology parks in Estonia: Tartu Science Park, 

Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol, and Tartu Biotechnology Park. While the first two are public 

initiatives in cooperation with universities, the latter one is initiative from private 

companies.  

Tartu Science Park is a foundation that aims to promote establishment, development and 

growth of science and technology intensive companies and to offer infrastructure and 

business development service in Tartu region (south of Estonia; Tartu Science Park, 2012). 

The foundation was established by the City and County of Tartu, University of Tartu (UT), 

Estonian University of Life Sciences, and Institute of Physics of UT.  

Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol (Tehnopol) offers science and business environment for 

knowledge based companies (Tehnopol, 2012). There are currently approximately 150 

companies, Tallinn University of Technology, and IT College in Tehnopol. It provides business 

development services, infrastructure, international cooperation opportunities as well as 

Startup Incubator to boost new innovative business ideas (currently ca 20 companies in the 

incubator). The foundation was established by Tallinn University of Technology, City of 

Tallinn, Ministry of Education and Science, and Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Communications.  

Tartu Biotechnology Park offers development and consultation services to biotechnology, 

medical and veterinary medical companies and research institutions (Tartu Biotechnology 

Park, 2012). It additionally rents rooms for activities, supports cooperation between 

organizations in the field, as well as helps to establish new companies. It is actually a private 

company that is owned by mostly biotechnology companies.  

4.2.2.6.2 Technology Development Centers 

Technology Development Centers (TDC-s) are research institutions that are focusing on long-

term cooperation between companies and universities (Enterprise Estonia, 2012). They are 
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supported by Enterprise Estonia and the program has received financing from European 

Regional Development Fund (for 2007-2013 the budget was 62.9 mEUR) (EAS, 2012).   

Currently there are eight technology development centers in Estonia: Food and 

Fermentation TDC, Healthy Milk Biotechnology TDC, Estonian Nanotechnology TDC, ELIKO 

TDC (for electronics and ICT), Cancer Research TDC, Software Technologies and Applications 

TDC, Reproductive Medicine TDC, and Innovative Mechanical Engineering Production 

Systems TDC.  

 

4.2.3 Direct Measures towards YIC-s in Estonia 

To summarize this section, it can be seen that National Innovation System in Estonia involves 

many different public organizations, each of which has its own focus and particular range of 

activities.  It is interesting to see that the country has divided science and R&D activities and 

innovation activities between two ministries (Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Communications and Ministry of Education and Science), whereby Research and 

Development Council should bring their work together via Innovation Policy Committee and 

Research Policy Committee.   

In terms of young innovative companies, probably the key organizations to know about and 

apply funding from are EAS and Kredex with their different support measures. Additionally, 

Estonian Development Fund plays an important role in provision of VC as well as incubating 

new ideas to companies in their SeedBooster. Additionally, technology and science parks 

that also provide business incubator and consulting services are important support 

mechanisms and external network providers for young innovative companies.  

 

5. Young Innovative Companies in Estonia: Their Needs and 

Respective Public Policy Measures 

The current part of the thesis aims give a better insight of young innovative companies in 

Estonia and to identify key needs in their development process. It also brings in the 

perspective of public policy measures and tries to identify whether the policy initiatives 

actually match these needs.  
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Since the part is based on six qualitative interviews made by people related to YIC-s or 

representatives of YIC-s themselves, it starts with giving an overview of interviews. While the 

interviews were made with the aim to be as representative of the companies in different 

development stage as possible, it still might include some selection bias and thus also the 

responses are likely to be subjective. This can be eliminated by having a bigger sample size 

(significantly more interviews), which would however require substantially more time and 

resources that is unfortunately out of scope of this Master Thesis.      

 

5.1 Overview of the Interviews 

As brought out already in the Methodology part, six qualitative interviews with the 

representatives of YIC-s (or related people) were made for this thesis. The sample size aimed 

to cover different stages of development of YIC-s and involved mostly companies offering IT 

software based products and services. While in total 10 people were contacted in the 

process, the interviewees in the list were also the ones who had or were willing to spend 

their time on it.  

The list of the interviewees is the following and afterwards a short overview of these is given 

in order to get a better understanding of their profile and relevance to the topic.  

Interviewee Work position Organization Webpage

1 Kristi Hakkaja Former President Estonian Startup Leaders Club www.startupleadersclub.com
2 Katriin Tšepurin COO Edicy www.edicy.com
3 Diana Saarva COO Fits.me www.fits.me
4 Janar Merilo CEO GateMe www.gateme.com
5 Erki Põldma CEO TapTender www.taptender.com
6 Ragnar Sass Co-founder Pipedrive www.pipedrive.com  

Table 6. List of Interviews. 

 

Kristi Hakkaja, Estonian Startup Leaders Club 

Kristi Hakkaja is former president of Estonian Startup Leaders Club, an organization that 

brings together leaders of innovation active young companies (Estonian Startup Leaders 

Club, 2012). It was established in 2009 by a group of people who participated a startup 

leaders training program and currently it has more than 40 members from the key 

innovation based young companies in Estonia. Therefore, based on this experience, Kristi 

can bring in a more general view on the YIC-s in Estonia.  
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Additionally, Kristi has previously worked in Research and Development Council and private 

venture capital (seed investment) firm Ambient Sound Investments as well as has been 

helping to prepare the Knowledge Based Estonia policy document.  

Katriin Tšepurin, Edicy 

Katriin Tšepurin is Chief Operating Officer (COO) in Edicy and has been with the company 

since its initiation in August 2008. Edicy is Internet-based service helping to create web 

pages (Edicy, 2012). It has been developed and supported by design and software studio 

Fraktal (est. 2007; Katriin is also working there), which has throughout time also provided 

financial support to Edicy. The founding members of Edicy are additionally the former initial 

team of Skype, who have provided valuable guidance throughout its operations and initial 

capital injection in the form of loan.  

Edicy has currently ca 300,000 customers worldwide and it is in 14 languages. The team has 

over time grown from 4-5 people to 14-15 people and the company has offices in Tartu and 

Tallinn. At this point Edicy has already been operating for couple of years and developed 

extremely well, however, is still working to break even.  

In terms of state support Edicy has received R&D support from Enterprise Estonia.   

Additionally, Katriin is writing her Master’s thesis about National Innovation System in 

Estonia and thus is also well aware of the theoretical aspects of innovation policies.   

Diana Saarva, Fits.me 

Diana Saarva is COO of Fits.me, a company offering virtual fitting room for online clothing 

retailers (Fits.me, 2012). The key technology to offer this solution is computer controlled 

shape-changing robotic mannequin. The company uses robots capable of shifting into more 

than 100,000 different types of body shapes.  

Fits.me’s technology has been developed through cooperation of Tallinn Technical University 

(Centre of Biorobotics), University of Tartu (Laboratory of Intelligent Materials and Systems), 

and Human Solutions GmbH (the leading provider of anthropometrical data).  The company 

was founded in 2009 and it started out with male robot only since it was easier to develop. 

Since mid-2011 the company also has a female robotic mannequin. The company has 32 
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employees by now and offices in NYC, London, Tallinn and Tartu. London was made head 

office in 2011.  

Despite having already many big retailers as customers, the company currently focuses on its 

R&D and investment activities rather than earning profit. Therefore also the company 

started to charge for its services only in August 2011.  

Fits.me has received financing from EAS, angel investors, and Estonian Development Fund. In 

February 2012, it closed Series A financing round with London-based VC fund Entrepreneurs 

Fund. Additional financing enables the company to continue with its product development 

as well as be more aggressive in sales activities.  

Janar Merilo, GateMe 

Janar Merilo acts as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of GateMe, a web-based guest list 

management tool for nightclubs (GateMe, 2012). The company was established in March 

2011 and it additionally offers opportunity for partygoers to buy themselves to the guest 

lists. GateMe is currently used in 13 clubs in Estonia and in March 2012 it was launched in a 

club in London.  

The company has received some financing from EAS for registering their trademark and 

patent, however, due to their field of activity (planned future activity to make alcohol sales 

in nightclubs easier) it has proven to be difficult to receive other financing. Currently there is 

a plan to still apply for export support in EAS (with the help of a consultation firm). Main 

financial support for company has come from one shareholder, who could be considered as 

an angel investor. 

Currently GateMe has 6 employees, mostly friends from school. One employee is located in 

London, thus in this sense launching the company’s activities there is slightly easier. 

GateMe participated Summer of Startups program organized by Tehnopol and Tallinn 

University of Technology in summer 2011. Since then, they are located in Tallinn Science 

Park Tehnopol.  
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Erki Põldma, TapTender 

Erki Põldma is CEO of TapTender, a company that is working with a smartphone application 

for ordering food and drinks in pubs, bars, café-s, etc. It was established in January 2011 and 

alpha prototype was launched for testing in 7 café-s/pubs/bars in summer 2011. Based on 

the feedback received, a new version was developed, which will be launched in 2 eating-

places in April 2012.  

The company started out with 4 employees and 1 (passive) angel investor. After the 

feedback from the test period, however, the investor (and after that the other employees) 

left as the new concept would have been too different from the initial one. Currently there is 

CEO and part-time CTO involved with the company and all the IT activities are actually 

outsourced. 

To start up with the idea, the company had angel investor who however left after the test 

period. While presenting the idea in Tehnopol incubator to international panel of specialists 

the CEO was convinced to develop the idea further and thus hired IT company to develop 

the software. Since there was no investor, the CEO successfully applied for EAS start-up 

support of 7 tEUR and later on applied for a start-up loan from bank with Kredex 75% 

guarantee. Both of these enabled to continue with the development and everyday activities. 

TapTender is currently also located in Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol and is according to the 

CEO very satisfied with the services provided. 

Ragnar Sass, Pipedrive 

Ragnar Sass is a co-founder of Pipedrive, a company offering web-based customer 

relationship management (CRM) software for better sales management (Pipedrive, 2012). 

The company was established in 2010 in cooperation with Vain & Partnerid training and 

consultancy company (the sales side knowledge) and a team with IT background. The 

company currently has ca 10 employees, 7 in Estonia and the rest traveling around in 

different locations; the head office is now in Silicon Valley (CEO is based there). At this 

moment, Pipedrive has ca 1,000 paying clients in ca 50 countries and is already breaking 

even.  
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Initial funding came from one shareholder who was confident that the project would 

succeed. Pipedrive spent additionally three months in San Fransisco based incubator 

AngelPad, after which it managed to get additional investors. Pipedrive has received 

development support from EAS. 

Ragnar has previously been involved with another start-up company United Dogs and Cats 

(UDC), that provides social networking opportunities for pet owners. The company received 

EAS support and funding from Estonian Development Fund. There were however some 

conflicts between investors and employees on the company’s development plans and most 

of the team (incl. Ragnar) left. Nevertheless, this has been a valuable experience for Ragnar 

and the team (most of it is now in Pipedrive).  

Additionally, Ragnar is co-founder of Garage48 boot-camp initiative to build new web and 

mobile services in just 48 hours.  

Summary of the Interviwees Profile 

In order to put the interviews into perspective, their role to describe the YIC development 

process is the following. To start with, both GateMe and TapTender represent the views of a 

very start-up stage companies. The CEO-s do not have significant previous experience with 

starting up a company, therefore, being in Tehnopol science park has been extremely helpful 

for both of them. (Tartu Science Park offers similar services, thus when talking about 

Tehnopol, many things can be generalized). They also can bring in more the views of what 

obstacles exactly inexperienced entrepreneurs may encounter in their development process. 

On the other hand, Fits.me and Pipedrive seem to have gone through a rapid development 

and growth to international markets, thus also they can talk about their experience but their 

connection with Estonia is becoming less and less. Their management teams either have 

previous business experience in starting up their own companies or they have already very 

good advisors in the process. Nevertheless, they bring in a good experience how the 

companies develop that fast and what has been the state’s role in it. Additionally, Ragnar 

Sass has had previous experience with a start-up that has received VC financing but failed, 

thus getting this insight is also extremely valuable.  
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Edicy is a company somewhere between these two groups as it has been in business for a 

while already and is yet to gain more international recognition and capitalize its business 

model. Interview with a person from Estonian Startup Leaders Club has additionally proven 

to be extremely insightful since a more general view on companies at different stages of 

development and fields was provided.  

It should also worthwhile to note that all the interviewed companies have in some form or 

other received state support for their activities.  

 

5.2 Analysis of the Needs of YIC-s and Matching of Respective Public 

Initiatives in Estonia 

Following the theoretical framework brought out in one of the previous sections of the 

thesis, this section brings out the key needs for YIC-s in Estonia. The section is largely based 

on the interviews and aims to generalize the findings. In addition to that, the findings are 

directly put into the perspective of current state support in Estonia. The section summarizes 

the needs and gives an evaluation on the current public policy measures.  

5.2.1 Financing 

As brought out already in theoretical part of the thesis, young innovative companies need 

financial resources to perform their activities. This is irrespective to whether the 

development is extremely capital intensive (e.g. biotechnology or medical industry) or less 

capital intensive (e.g. some IT applications). If money is not needed for product 

development, then salaries and sales activities often take up their part. 

It has also been the case with the companies interviewed. While GateMe and Pipedrive had 

granted financing from people involved with the initial idea, this gave a certain security to 

start their own businesses. TapTender had external angel investor for launching alpha 

version of the product, however, the investor decided to leave the company after initial 

feedback. Since then, the CEO faced significant problems to continue with the product 

development (to pay to the IT company for the new product) and at the same time finance 

it. As investors generally would like to see cash flows and product before putting their 

money into a company, it seemed impossible to attract private capital. Thus the CEO turned 
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to public support as the last resort and successfully applied for EAS start-up support. Since 

more financing was necessary to finish the product development, the company took a start-

up loan with Kredex guarantee. According to the CEO, this guarantee was extremely helpful 

as otherwise no banks would provide financing to a start-up not generating any cash yet. 

Thus for TapTender, public financing was crucial to be able to continue its operations. 

An interesting example is Edicy that has supporting company Fraktal, which everyday 

operations actually help to finance development of Edicy’s product. Initially the company 

also managed to receive loan from its founders.  

All of the companies have received financing from EAS and most of the respondents were 

favorably inclined about its support measures and their availability. It is clear that the 

organization helps with the financing gap for start-up companies. Nevertheless, almost all 

the respondents brought out significant bureaucracy of application and reporting process as 

a negative side. Namely, Edicy had one extra person for applying for the grant and GateMe is 

considering on hiring a consultation company for that. The whole process was said to be 

quite specific and time consuming, which often distracts young entrepreneurs from their 

everyday business activities. It was mentioned also that when it is possible to manage with 

private funding, it is better not to apply for Enterprise Estonia’s support, as the whole 

application process can be too burdensome for a young company. Additionally, the 

application criteria system is complicated and there has even become another business for 

consultants who help companies to apply for EAS grants (as they know the process). For 

GateMe, getting EAS support was more difficult as they mentioned in their business plan a 

future activity that was not allowed to support according to the organization’s policies.  

TapTender, however, was very optimistic about Enterprise Estonia grant as when doing 

application according to necessary indications, it is according to the CEO not difficult to get 

funding. For this company, the support was critical for survival and the CEO was extremely 

thankful for this support mechanism. Additionally TapTender was bringing out importance of 

Kredex to grant itself additional loan financing. In terms of Kredex the company does not 

have to communicate with the organization directly as all the materials provided to the bank 

are directed to them as well. The CEO still had some communication with Kredex to better 

explain its business models and future plans.  
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Fits.me and United Dogs and Cats (UDC) have received financing from Estonian Development 

Fund (EDF). Since throughout its operations EDF has made only 15 investments, it is quite an 

achievement for a young company to get this financing. For Fits.me additionally financing in 

that amount was crucial for carrying out product development as developing its robotic 

mannequins is extremely capital intensive. UDC’s cooperation with EDF was however not 

that fruitful as there were discords between the management and the investors’ side (EDF 

and angel investor).  

It was also mentioned by the TapTender that Tehnopol shares a list of potential angel 

investors with companies in their incubator. Janar Merilo added that Tehnopol is also 

planning to organize a venture capital fund with angel investors’ money, the status of which 

is still at this point not decided. Nevertheless, he also mentioned that the science park could 

be also more active finding additional investors by e.g. contacting directly top100 richest 

people in Estonia and asking about their investment possibilities. This for a start-up alone 

would be very difficult to do due to lack of credibility at this stage.    

To conclude the financing part, it is clear that financing is an important issue for young 

innovative companies in Estonia and when private capital is not available, state financing 

and support plays an important role. The process can however be very bureaucratic at times 

and putting significant burden on young entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, Janar Merilo stated 

that if the state does not provide any support and the idea is still very good itself, it should 

one way or another still be able to find financing. If not, then maybe the idea was not worth 

to develop at all. Additionally, Katriin Tšepurin brought out that even though financing is 

necessary for YIC-s, getting “smart money” is even more crucial.        

5.2.2 Human Capital and Hiring of Employees 

Human capital is another extremely important factor in young innovative companies’ 

development. As brought out by Erki Põldma, Katriin Tšepurin and Ragnar Sass, the founders 

and employees have to be very persistent and to believe in the idea they develop, as in start-

up world one day can bring eminently good news and the next maybe extremely bad news. 

Thus the characteristics of these young entrepreneurs also include having strong nerves and 

initiative to start again when things fall apart. Additionally, commitment that might even 
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require 24/7 availability and fast adoption to new situations is necessary from both the 

founders as well as employees. Ragnar Sass mentioned also that before trying other sources, 

it first screens through his own personal network for finding new employees to his company.   

Since most of the new start-ups need IT professionals, it was brought out by majority of the 

respondents that it is a problem to get a good IT developer to the team. Firstly, there is a 

general lack of good IT personnel in most of the world (Janar Merilo), not only in Estonia. 

Secondly, bigger IT based companies like Skype, Playtech and Webmedia located in Estonia 

are providing strong competition for these employees. This is because they already offer 

very competitive salaries that make it hard for young companies to match with. They can 

compete however with the possibility to offer a more dynamic and flexible environment as 

well as a stake in the company (Katriin Tšepurin). In terms of being able to attract good IT 

employees, thus also financial capability plays important role. Diana Saarva nevertheless 

brought out that despite high cost of employees, the cost is still lower than in many other 

countries abroad. While all the other companies had their own IT personnel, TapTender was 

forced to use IT software development company to get its product ready (was also the 

biggest investment cost).  

Ragnar Sass, Diana Saarva and Kristi Hakkaja additionally brought out the difficulty of 

bringing in a foreign employee, especially from the east. This is because the whole process is 

again very bureaucratic and too burdensome for young companies. For instance while 

Skype’s main development office is located in Tallinn, it has many foreign employees and 

therefore also capability and previous knowledge to go through the whole process. While 

Pipedrive would be interested in bringing in IT developer from e.g. Ukraine, it simply may 

find it too time consuming.  

Another part of attracting employees is to motivate them with options for potential share in 

the company. Katrin Tšepurin and Kristi Hakkaja brought this out as a problem. Namely, 

based on the current legislation (in effect from January 2011), it is difficult for young 

companies to give out options. Basically there should be at least 3 years between giving out 

and exercising of options so that it would not qualify under the special benefit tax. It is good 

that this gives a possibility to give out the options that are not taxed, however, the minimum 

three years commitment may be too long period for a start-up company. In any case, this is 
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subjective and largely dependent on the field of activity of a company as well as employee 

preferences.  

To summarize, human factor and the competence it entails is often what gives YIC-s their 

competitive advantage. The characteristics and technical knowledge people need in start-up 

world are very specific and good talents are hard to find not only in Estonia but also in the 

rest of the world. In terms of Estonia, there are also big IT development companies that offer 

competitive salaries against which YIC-s are often not able to compete with. Thus other 

benefits like more flexible schedules, more responsibility, and even stake/options in the 

company should be offered. From a more general perspective, Kristi Hakkaja gave a 

suggestion that in order to help with the lack of IT personnel, the state should improve 

education system and promote more basic IT vocational education.   

5.2.3 General Consulting 

Young entrepreneurs are often specialists in some certain fields but however lack other 

knowledge like how to develop their strategy, how to apply for funding, how to market their 

product, what are the procedures to protect their intellectual property, etc. Therefore, they 

need general consulting to overcome these obstacles. 

Both GateMe and TapTender are located in Tehnopol business incubator and benefit from 

the consulting services offered there. While Janar Merilo has business education himself, he 

still found Tehnopol’s role in providing information about start-up theories and simply 

practical help, quite impressive. Tehnopol provides also one mentor for each of the young 

companies in the incubator and the possibility to use other mentors to develop e.g. 

marketing.  Erki Põldma found it useful that the help from the mentor is more strategic while 

the meetings every 1-2 weeks help the young companies to stay in track. Additionally 

Tehnopol provides always some educational and networking events to go to as well as 

juridical and marketing help for free.  

Ragnar Sass additionally stated that start-ups need additional know-how, even for how to 

manage revenues-costs. Kristi Hakkaja also brought out that the presence of 

mentors/partners is important in development and sales activities and the state could 

provide even more mentorship than it is doing currently. Enterprise Estonia also provides 
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consultation services, however, it was not specifically brought out by any of the 

interviewees.   

In terms of EDF-s advisory and contact network side, it was mentioned that initially it is 

useful, but when a company is growing bigger and the operations are becoming more 

international, EDF cannot help much. Additionally, both Kristi Hakkaja and Ragnar Sass 

mentioned that the background of the EDF-s team is still pretty limited and the investment 

advisors do not entail market specific knowledge (giving extremely specific nature of the 

portfolio businesses) and experience on how to successfully develop a company from the 

beginning. For Fits.me the advisory side and contact sharing was limited as their product 

nature of business is very specific. Certainly, good cooperation between the fund and its 

portfolio companies is dependent on how willing and open the managers of a start-up are in 

getting extra consultation and implementing also other ideas. 

To summarize, all the respondents agreed that the aspect of getting consultation help is 

important for YIC-s in Estonia. While there were no comments about EAS support, advisory 

from Tehnopol was found useful for companies that are just starting up their operations. 

Estonian Development Fund is supposed to offer “smart money”, however, it was brought 

out that often the knowledge base and previous experience of the investment advisors is too 

limited for the specific nature of the YIC-s in their portfolio.  

5.2.4 Sales and Product Commercialization 

Young Innovative Companies additionally need help with their product commercialization 

and sales activities. This section is also largely related to the next section about “Contact 

Network and Expansion Abroad” and some aspects may be slightly overlapping as well as 

complementing.  

According to Janar Merilo, sales activities are the key thing for young companies, as without 

these many good ideas may stay simply uncovered. Erki Põldma emphasized the same and 

added that YIC-s should put more focus on sales activities rather than IT development (both 

are important though).  

Ragnar Sass stated that marketing and how to reach customers is essential for YIC-s. 

Additionally, the key problem with many successful start-ups (that have received good 
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recognition) is how to get the first paying customer. Katriin Tšepurin agrees with the view 

and currently part of Edicy’s sales strategy is to make users of free version to shift to become 

paying customers.  

Being able to successfully carry out sales activities is to a large extent dependent on 

financing, competence of the employees, as well as contact network the YIC-s have. 

Nevertheless, they can also benefit from general advisory on how to better define their sales 

strategy and approach sales activities in general. In Tehnopol, both TapTender and GateMe 

can take advantage in the advisory process that also helps with sales and marketing. 

Additionally, Enterprise Estonia provides support for attending trade fairs abroad, which 

might be useful. Despite that, Ragnar Sass was quite negatively disposed about this idea and 

stated that rather than going to these fairs, YIC-s could make better use of appropriate 

contact network.  

Ragnar Sass, Diana Saarva and Kristi Hakkaja have brought out that Estonian Development 

Fund’s advisory side cannot often help with specific sales advisory as either the market is too 

specific or they lack specific practical experience in some field. Thus YIC-s should first and 

foremost count on themselves to try to expand their sales activities, especially when they 

have already expanded abroad.  

To conclude this section, sales activities are crucial for survival of YIC-s. While the companies 

should above all try to develop their own skills in this area, certain consultation is offered 

also by the state. The extent of which YIC-s benefit from it is, however, dependent on stage 

of the development as well as particular field of activity they are operating in.  

5.2.5 Contact Network and Expansion Abroad 

All of the respondents mentioned the importance of having a good (local and international) 

contact network and knowing the right people. While certainly the idea and the product 

development behind it are essential, a strong network that enables access to right people 

and to market the product is even more crucial. Actually, according to Kristi Hakkaja and 

Katriin Tšepurin, there already is quite good community among Estonian start-up 

entrepreneurs that help them to share ideas and experience. 
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Since both GateMe and TapTender are located in Tehnopol science park, they largely benefit 

from being in the same area with other start-ups as well as from participating all the 

organized networking events. As Edicy is now in 14 languages, it has by now managed to 

develop quite good network abroad. Nevertheless, since it is still planning to grow rapidly, 

Katriin Tšepurin constantly brought out the importance of developing a strong global 

network. Fits.me has benefited from EDF’s contacts, however, due to specificity of their 

product this has been pretty limited and the whole team is working extremely hard in 

getting better access to the global contacts. Both TapTender and Fits.me brought out the 

aspect of having either Estonian ambassadors or politicians positively mentioning Estonian 

start-ups during their trips abroad or simply in media. These people are also a potential 

source to help to get better contacts and simply market knowledge when expanding abroad. 

Tehnopol also provides contact events where it is possible to meet with foreign countries’ 

ambassadors. Since Pipedrive’s team already was quite experienced in sales as well as in 

start-up market, the necessary contacts were easier to establish.  

Another important aspect to bring out is the smallness of Estonian markets, thus all the 

young innovative companies should look abroad to be able to expand their business. Often 

the market is only abroad and no market exists in Estonia. Thus all the interviewees stressed 

the aspect that YIC-s in Estonia are “born global” and if at all, can use local market to test 

their product or service. Kristi Hakkaja emphasized that young innovative companies should 

straight away establish their activities abroad. This brings out the importance of global 

network even more.  

GateMe mentioned that they should have entered London market earlier and stayed less 

time focusing on Estonia as the expansion could have been faster. Additionally, the CEO 

could not emphasize more the importance of being present in the market. While Edicy is 

able to sell its product also via web, it has been the case for both Fits.me and Pipedrive that 

in order to be where their customers (or contacts) are, they have decided to move their 

head offices abroad (London and Silicon Valley, respectively). Diana Saarva added that 

Fits.me has hired consultants to expand abroad as supporting organizations lack experience 

on how to expand abroad on that large scale already (market specific as well).     
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Both Ragnar Sass and Kristi Hakkaja brought out that the counseling services and providing 

help with necessary contacts is quite limited in the public organizations. This is not because 

of lack of willingness, but rather the lack of experience with successfully launching young 

companies globally. This is due to the fact that the market is very new and the experience is 

gathered also during this time when there are already success cases present. Thus, the 

situation should improve in time and also the current successful YIC-s can share their 

contacts and experience as mentors.  

To summarize, having access to a good global network to sell their products and services was 

deemed crucial among YIC-s in Estonia. This is because of the smallness of the market, which 

requires the companies to look abroad basically since their initiation. At the initial stage, 

business incubators and other public advisors can prove to be quite useful, also in terms of 

getting YIC-s in touch with one another. After a certain stage of development, however, the 

usefulness of public contact network becomes lower and depending on the field of business, 

the companies have to focus on this themselves. Certainly, the role of the state is to help 

with the obstacles, but YIC-s also should not become too dependent on this in their 

expansion activities.  

The next section will conclude the thesis by summarizing the key findings and bringing out 

suggestions for further research.  

 

6. Conclusion  

This thesis has aimed to identify and analyze the key needs and problems young innovative 

companies encounter in their development in Estonia. It has brought the needs to the 

perspective of respective public policy measures in order to evaluate to which extent the 

policies match with the needs.  

The results are based on six qualitative interviews with market participants and five groups 

of needs were identified: financing, human capital and hiring of employees, general 

consulting, sales and commercialization, and contact network and expansion abroad.   

To start with financing needs, it was clear that these were important for YIC-s and the state 

measures available are quite good. These include various support mechanisms from EAS and 
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Kredex as well as public venture capital fund EDF. Nevertheless, it was brought out that 

while there are plenty of measures, EAS application process can be quite bureaucratic and 

thus often too burdensome for YIC-s. There were cases when additional person or a 

consultancy company was employed for the process or the current key employees were too 

busy with reporting so that they could concentrate on everyday activities. It was also 

mentioned that there even has become a market for consultants to help with EAS 

applications. Therefore it is clear that even though necessary financing is provided, related 

bureaucracy is too burdensome for YIC-s and the procedures should be reviewed to make 

them more efficient and appealing for young companies. In terms of Kredex and EDF, their 

measures for financing seem acceptable.  

Another issue for YIC-s was human factor and hiring of employees. Since the employees 

need specific characteristics to survive working in a start-up business, they are hard to find in 

general. Also as many new companies nowadays are based on IT software solutions, it is 

difficult to get a good IT developer into a team. Moreover, there are big companies like 

Skype, Playtech and Webmedia in Estonia who employ substantial amount of IT developers 

and can offer them very competitive salaries. Therefore, YIC-s face difficulties in competing 

with these companies. It was mentioned also that the options could be offered, however, 

minimum three years programs might not be attractive for the employees. Bringing in 

foreign employees was also said to be difficult as it again proves to be too bureaucratic and 

burdensome for YIC-s. In terms of public policies, therefore, again the bureaucratic process 

for bringing in highly educated workforce could be lessened as well as the state could 

improve the education system and support more basic IT vocational education.  

Especially recent start-ups and inexperienced young entrepreneurs brought out the need of 

general consulting. Currently EAS provides consulting in various fields of innovation and 

entrepreneurship as well as science parks like Tehnopol provide advisory for companies in 

their incubators. Nevertheless, it was brought out that as companies grow, the advisory side 

from public organizations (like EDF) is becoming less useful due to advisors’ lack of practical 

experience.  

Promoting sales and product commercialization was brought out as essential for YIC-s in 

Estonia and therefore also additional help with this regard is necessary. While similar to 
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general consulting, the state measures seem useful for younger companies that have just 

started up. For companies that are already expanding abroad the consultancy that e.g. EDF 

provides is not that useful anymore because in most of the cases the product and market of 

the YIC-s are already too specific. Therefore, the advisors do not have this specific market 

knowledge as well as general lack of practical experience to successfully develop a company 

(mentioned by the interviewees).  

Last but not least, presence of a strong contact network was deemed crucial for successful 

development of a YIC. In Estonia, there is already a strong community of start-up 

entrepreneurs and probably YIC-s have also good contact to specialists in their own market. 

However, as Estonian market is so small, most of the companies should from the beginning 

orientate themselves towards foreign markets. Therefore, getting into international contact 

networks is crucial. It was however brought out that despite the situation is better, the 

public organizations have quite limited contact network and YIC-s should themselves work 

hard with getting these. It was deemed useful that politicians and embassies through their 

international networks provide certain help and mention the YIC-s during their visits abroad, 

so the young companies get some media exposure.   

To summarize the whole thesis, there are many needs of YIC-s in Estonia that are to a large 

extent similar to problems of other young companies elsewhere. For the YIC-s the situation 

is somewhat different than in other more developed countries due to limited resources as 

well as extremely small size of home market, thus expansion abroad is often crucial for 

success. While there are plenty of public policy measures available for YIC-s in Estonia that 

should cover the needs, some of them were deemed to be too bureaucratic and 

burdensome. Also since the country is new and the start-up market has only recently seen 

successful international expansion and development of YIC-s, the advisors here have still 

quite limited experience to share. This, however, is likely to improve in time.  

Nevertheless, as always, there exists a question to which extent a government should 

intervene and promote private sectors and to which extent private sector should be self-

sufficient. 
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6.1 Suggestions for Further Research 

While this thesis has analyzed young innovative companies in Estonia by bringing out their 

needs and to what extent public policies match them, there are also other interesting angles 

on this topic to explore.  

Namely, while currently the thesis has taken only the view of YIC-s by making qualitative 

interviews with them, further research could take the perspective of policy makers by 

interviewing different organizations in NIS. Additionally, as the thesis has focused mostly on 

IT software based companies, another group of companies from a different sector (like 

biotechnology, material technology) could be analyzed to see how the results would differ. 

Or instead of taking a separate sector, companies currently in the business incubators or 

EDF’s portfolio companies could be researched on the same topic.  

Additionally, since the thesis has focused on the public sector’s role in promoting YIC-s, 

further research could also consider the current role of private sector to tackle their needs. 

This would enable to see where the exact gaps between private sector and public sector 

measures are.  
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Appendix 

Notes of the Interviews 

Please note that the following are raw notes from the interviews translated directly from 

Estonian and the author has not made any corrections to the sentences or formatting.   

Kristi Hakkaja, former President, Estonian Startup Leaders Club 

• The importance of network for sales of the product 

• Easier when the product/service is IT-based  

• It is important to have a strong community that could support YIC-s activities 

• Young Estonian companies should straight away aim themselves for markets abroad 
(Estonian market too small) 

• Often many YIC-s straight away go to establish their operations abroad, easier in terms of 
employees, legislation, etc 

• The presence of mentors/partners is important in development and sales activities. The 
state could provide more of this mentorship for YIC-s  

• Estonian Development Fund (EDF) – it has established well its role in the market, but 
more as a capital provider, not like a mentor (which would be needed as well). The 
investment managers lack competence in practical business matters (have not been 
involved in starting up companies themselves). Therefore cannot be of help in more 
aspects than the money and cannot help to overcome difficulties that YIC-s often face 
(comes with experience). 

• Money wise and as a network provider EDF serves its purpose.  

• Professional investors often prefer “serial entrepreneurs” who are more rational in terms 
of communicating with investors as also there are always problems between YIC-s and 
investors.  

• Startup Estonia – accelerator. Provides 1-3 months of mentorship. And then the ideas are 
presented.  

• State support is more necessary in e.g. biotech that requires more capital to produce 
prototypes, etc. In this sense EAS is good as it has good support measures (financial). 

• State should promote global network that would enable YIC-s to benefit from various 
people’s experience and knowledge base (that YIC-s need).  

• In terms of human capital – the state should focus on improving the education system 
and the reform on vocational education was good, but other fields should be reviewed as 
well. E.g. the country could promote more basic IT vocational education (for low-level 
and more basic IT activities that all the companies need).  
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• In terms of sales experience, YIC sales people definitely need a network as well as 
international experience  

• In university education building up more international network should be promoted. Also 
it doesn’t matter that much about the ranking of universities, as the universities should 
try to become good in some specific field, by building up a competence center. 

• Start-up “guru”-s in the world have noticed Estonian start-ups. E.g. realeyes in the 
Economist.  

• Not very common still to attract competence from abroad, depends on what 
infrastructure here is (e.g. for schools, kindergartens, how easy is all the documentation, 
how long does the bureaucratic process take, etc etc.) 

• In terms of compensation to employees, it also matters how easy it is to give options and 
shares of company (since cannot provide with good salaries). To motivate employees, 
also most of the cases people who work in YIC-s are willing to be in the field and with 
lower salary.. What about tax benefits? Special benefits on options?  

• In 2011 the law was changed, option plan for min 3 years (one has to commit for at least 
this period!!!). What are the total taxes.  

• This is infrastructure, specific measures to help. State grants – for applied research and 
R&D support. International payment systems, how good. All the legislation related to 
that. 

• EAS – product vs web page distinction, when it gives support and when not. E.g. Edicy 
(can it apply?) 

•  In any case the state should continuously try to promote YIC-s and maybe it’s possible to 
develop some kind of competence center in some specific field. There are plus/minus 
aspects and things might not work out, but you cannot really tell before. 

• Technopol is a good example as it provides wholesome support system (for startup, 
development, expansion, etc). 

• Two ministries, but meet in R&D Council, so not a big problem in this sense. Things 
discussed once a month, so sharing information, etc.  
 

Katriin Tšepurin, COO, Edicy  

• In 2007, Fraktal OÜ was established that is a design and software studio and in August 
2008 Edicy was launched. Fraktal was established already with Edicy’s idea in mind, just 
they needed to support the project financially by doing related side work. 

• Edicy can be considered as a lean start-up, meaning when launching friends and family 
were the ones to test it and to give feedback.   

• Currently there are around 300,000 users of Edicy worldwide. There are different 
batches that are launched every 2 weeks? Free version of the product and the charged 
version.  
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• It started out with 4-5 people and has over the years organically grown to 14-15 people.  

• Financing part is important in terms of product development and as Edicy started out at 
the height of the boom, then during the crisis period it had to take things more slowly 
(product development wise). 

• Fraktal has always been supporting Edicy ‘s development financially by selling products 
and services. It is extremely difficult to get financing for this kind of projects in Estonia, 
no investors are really looking at this stage. At this point Edicy is still working for break-
even. 

• The options’ system would motivate the employees better, however, is still very 
inconvenient to implement in Estonia. 

• Marketing – need a community manager that would look after the current and PRO 
customers. Have used Google Adwords and search engine indexation, however, most of 
the customers have found Edicy either directly or via some recommendations.  

• Since only a small fraction of customers use the payable version PRO, one part of the 
sales strategy is to get also the customers using the free version to shift.  

• Edicy’s founding members are also a former team of Skype, thus in addition to getting 
valuable guidance throughout the development; they also received capital injection in 
the form of loan. But over the years without additional financing also the development 
has been slower.  

• The state supports financially via EAS, however, this is only money support for all the 
small companies and does not include anything else, SMART MONEY is needed!  

• They have applied for R&D support from EAS, but they had also a separate person 
involved with application only. Too much bureaucracy that is a burden for a young 
company! 

• Marketing and Sales: too little competence Estonia to hire good professionals. Need also 
good global network. Additional help from abroad.  

• Estonian start-ups are normally “born global”: since the market is very small they have to 
orientate towards foreign markets straight away. Estonian market “a test market” 

• Currently Edicy is in 14 languages, thus they have good cooperation/contacts with 
people from other countries. In France they had one person helping, but most of the 
team is still in Estonia. 

• Edicy seems to market and sell itself quite good already, so do not see any need to 
employ additional employees from abroad.  

• Have office in Tallinn and Tartu, employees do not really require permanent place to 
carry out their work activities.  

• In Estonia there is a good network/community of young entrepreneurs with whom to 
share experience. However, International Network is of very high importance.  

• EAS – efficiency is low, current structure is not sustainable.  
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• Estonian Development Fund is a valuable initiative in the market and has more potential. 
However, its investment portfolio is still pretty limited. But helps with smart money.  

• Additionally, getting new good employees is difficult. This is because good IT sector 
developers have good chances to work for Skype, Webmedia, Playtech, etc that provide 
with a stable job and high salary that a young company cannot compete with. What 
Edicy can offer is a more interesting work culture, possibility to talk along in the 
company’s development, more freedom etc. Hopefully there are more new graduates 
entering the market who would also be interested in working for YIC.  

• In terms of the state – there is no good and unified solution. It’s a bit blurred situation at 
this point, no one direction.  

• In Switzerland there are e.g. venture labs organized by the state and when a company 
gets accepted there, it will get all the support necessary (financing, network, consulting, 
sales, marketing, etc). Of course a country should act according to its possibilities, cannot 
compare with US for instance. 

• Tehnopol business incubator is similar, but is simply a management unit. Not too much 
help content-wise.  

• Contacts are really important in start-up business, also smart money 

• Offering options: entrepreneurs cannot see that possible at this stage.  

• In 5 years Edicy would like to be a sustainable company, to survive without external help; 
would not rule out exit to some bigger company who would be interested in buying the 
product. Hopefully there are more talented IT graduates to pick form as well.  

 

Diana Saarva, COO, Fits.me  

• The company/idea started in 2006/7, but the more active business operations and 
development started in 2009. Diana has been with the company since August 2009, 
almost for three years. 

• Estonian companies often lack business relations abroad. Supporting organizations lack 
competence in helping young companies to expand abroad. 

• Fits.me’ s managers have chosen to hire consultants to help to expand their business 
(one consultant is William Swope, former Vice President of Intel) 

• Estonia’s help has been through politicians who have constantly mentioned Fits.me so 
that it gets more coverage in media; also this network can prove to be helpful abroad 

• Most of the customers at this point are in London and HQ-s are now also located there. 
Operations like product development is still in Estonia also as development expenses are 
smaller in comparison to some western European country or the U.S. 

• Currently 32 employees, ca 20 specialists; many foreigners; in 2010 started more active 
recruiting;  
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• Up to this point has had ca 4.1 mEUR of financing; FP7 grant from EU (have to do 
reporting for EAS); management’s own initiative 

• Got funding from EDF together with local angel investors; it was good at this point but as 
the company grew also the consulting part became more limited as the market for 
Fits.me is very specific; weak knowledge base of foreign markets at one point; 

• The management hired financial advisors to find another VC fund to get additional 
financing, closed the deal in February 2012 

• In 2009 when got funding by EAS, angel investors and EDF, they were the best 
advisors/help the company needed at this stage of the development. But as the company 
experienced more growth, also their knowledge was not enough to expand. 

• Fits.me is cooperating with universities in their product development activities; 
universities’ teams are like partners; started this in 2006-2007; quite a challenge to make 
“fashion people” and “scientists” to work together and understand things the same way. 
One founder had a good experience with working with universities before. 

• Again “born global” company, Estonia was never a target market; too small, clients are 
all abroad. 

• First developed a male robot – was easier technologically and from development 
perspective; while female robot was ready only in mid 2011, much more difficult to 
develop, while actually might have been better sales wise (women shop 2/3 more). 
Starting with a male robot was good to test the product in a smaller segment and to 
prepare for a bigger launch. 

•  Currently only offer the product for upper body part for products like blouses, dresses, 
skirts. Trousers will be a new important development/product to launch as most of the 
returns come from these.  

• EAS – got support from business operations, also to visit various trade fairs. Did not hire 
an extra person for the applications and it took a lot of time to report everything, etc. 
Took some focus away from everyday business but it was easier not to have another 
person to do it. Sometimes easier not to apply for this kind of funding – learned the 
lesson.  

• In terms of hiring of employees. IT sector salaries are already pretty high because of 
Skype, Playtech, Webmedia – fast-growing companies that need IT specialists. Thus more 
difficult for younger companies to attract the people. Not that big of a problem for 
Fits.me as they do not need that many IT-specialists.  

 

Janar Merilo, CEO, GateMe 

• Guest list management tool for nightclubs and offers opportunity for party-goers to buy 
themselves to the lists 

• Started up in December 2010 with the idea. Came from stepbrother Toomas, to see who 
actually goes to nightclubs. Started working on it more in March 2011. 
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• Initial idea to get monthly fee from the nightclubs for the management, but decided to 
leave it uncharged and concentrate on escalation of the business.  

• Already at the initiation there was a plan that the product will be expanded abroad.  

• In terms of IT development, first outsourced from a software company; now have an IT 
developer from September-October 2011 who also has a share in the company (an old 
friend, was also developing the product under this software company) 

• Alpha version was launched in August (in Bravo nightclub in Pärnu; got a lot of good 
feedback), beta version in October 

• Currently in 13 clubs in Estonia. First provided the clubs with iPad-s, now the clubs get 
them themselves. Provide an opportunity to rent these.  

• 14th of March 2011: establishment of the company; 17th of March 2012: launching their 
activities in a club in London. According to the management should have gone abroad 
sooner, not to stay that long in Estonia.  

• Currently developing more in the guest list management side, not the provision of access 
to the guestlist (currently seen in the web page). Payment from partygoers via PayPal in 
foreign markets. In Estonia via bank links, still not very good for smart phones. 

• EAS: have received some support for registering the trademark and patent in the States 
(innovatsiooniosak). Did not receive start-up and growth support. Currently thinking of 
applying for export support with the help of advisory company Advisio.  

• Did not get the support mostly because of their idea of where the business idea could 
develop from the guestlist management to drinks’ side of clubs (“promoting” alcohol did 
not fit to EAS policies). EAS still seems quite bureaucratic in its procedures, also when 
applying – currently have Advisio as an external advisor. 

• Tehnopol – very useful for a start-up, provides lots of information on start-up theories as 
well as general practical help. Participated “summer of start-ups”, various trainings, and 
getting good contacts. One main mentor and possibility to use other mentors available, 
e.g. for marketing. 

• Unfortunately the sector (entertainment) is quite specific, thus were not able to use that 
many contacts. Enar Essenson from Club Hollywood helps out with his advice.  

• Need to approach real connections directly in the clubs, has this 2-sided market: clubs vs 
users. 

• Currently 6 employees (mostly friends from school); investment was made by the step-
brother, can be considered as an angel investor. Missing own designer. Seems good IT 
employees are lacked also abroad, not only in Estonia.  

• Sales, however, is the key thing – many good ideas can stay undiscovered without good 
sales/marketing activities. 

• In terms of garage48 initiative: cannot really make business in 48 hours – it all takes 
longer time.  
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• Tehnopol had an idea to make a fund of money from angel investors; a good idea. In 
terms of TOP100 richest people in Estonia – should call the people and ask if they’d be 
interested in investing into YIC-s. Need more initiative in this sense.  

• Will try to apply for funding from EDF at one point – smart investment.  

• If the state does not provide any support and the idea is very good itself, it should be 
able to get some financing at least. 

 

Erki Põldma, CEO, TapTender 

• Smartphone application for ordering food and drinks in pubs/bars, etc.  

• The registered company is Multimaania OÜ 

• The idea came from one owner of a café chain to have this kind of special service for 
loyal customers through which they can see menu and events of a particular café 

• The idea of TapTender is an extension of this other idea as it enables to order directly 
from the table via a smartphone. There is a leaflet and a sticker with table’s code and 
other necessary information available on the table. 

• The company started in January 2011 and alpha prototype was ready in ca 6 months for 
testing. Testing period was in summer 2011 for three months and TapTender was 
available in 7 cafes/pubs/bars (included also outdoor areas). Approximately 600 people 
used the product. 

• Consumer for the product is the client in a café, client for the company is a café itself. In 
the rush hours eating places normally lose in revenues as they cannot service all the 
clients. 

• Experience from the testing period was very useful and the product was significantly 
improved after that.  

• For starting out the operations there was an angel investor who financed the initial 
product development. After the test period, however, the investor was unwilling to 
contribute any additional money as due to feedback there were changes made in the 
product concept that were so drastically different from the initial idea.  

• The company started out with a team of 4 people and 1 angel investor (passive, initial 
investment ca 32 tEUR) 

• After the test period when no financing was available, only CEO was left. The CEO 
presented the idea in Tehnopol incubator to an international panel of specialists and 
they recommended to continue and develop the idea further. 

• Then he applied for EAS start-up support in the amount of 7 tEUR, which was successful.  

• The whole development of the software has been outsourced by an IT company. 

• While the total new development cost 30 tEUR, the CEO managed to negotiate a deal 
that by the end of 4 months (development period) it will find additional financing for the 
project. Thus no time was lost in the development.  
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• New software functionality included possibility for pre-orders, home orders, as well as 
payment service, loyalty platform.  

• It was difficult to find this additional financing since angel investors still would like to see 
some cash flows already and that the idea has already proven itself. Meaning the 
product development would have to be ready and generating CF (not the case for 
TapTender).  

• Tehnopol has a list of potential angel investors to share with the young companies 

• Additionally Tehnopol provides a mentor for the company (who is experienced in the 
start-up business and has already achieved some success), which is useful. The help is 
more strategic and normally there are meetings after every one or two weeks. Go 
through the to-do list, etc. But the young company still has to be active. 

• Since the company was not able to involve any additional angel investors, it decided to 
apply for a start-up loan from a bank with Kredex guarantee (75%). There was a lot of 
documentation to be provided to the bank as well as a lot of explanation, but the 
application was successful. The bank provided all the materials to Kredex, thus no 
additional work with this regard was needed. 

• Thus by this moment, the development is ready and in couple of weeks testing will start 
again in SushiCat and Kehrwieder café in the University of Tallinn.  

• If the launch and feedback is positive, the company plans to extend its reach and maybe 
in 2013 try to enter the Nordic market. There are 1.5 employees at this point (CEO + 
part-time CTO, a friend) and 2 members of the council 

• Comments on the state support: In Tehnopol – got from pre-incubation to incubation 
program. Was first in pre-incubation with another project. In January 2011 with 
TapTender in pre-incubation and June to incubation. Mentorship + relatively cheap office 
space.  

• Mentorship in Tehnopol is very useful for this young company without any experience. 
Meeting every 1 or 2 weeks; discussing the to-do list, strategy. The mentor is not 
involved with everyday activities rather than setting a general strategic direction. Have to 
be active yourself. 

• Tehnopol incubator is quite good in CEO’s opinion. There is a new program coming up – 
accelerator program, involving also funding for the young companies.  

• There are always some educational and networking events going on. Many external 
guests. Provision of local help on how to enter foreign markets, juridical help (for free), 
marketing. Opportunities to meet with ambassadors of different countries.  

• EAS. Procedures are in place and the CEO even contacted the consultant there before 
submitting his application. Have to do reporting but according to him it is not too much. 
Planning to apply for export support. Procedures can be considered OK.  

• Kredex – it is good it supports with the guarantee as otherwise getting a loan was very 
difficult. Also the bank provided Kredex with all the communication. CEO still had to 
explain the business model to Kredex (were additional questions).  
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• Comments on the needs/problems: human factor is very important, there are constant 
challenges, thus shouldn’t give up straight away.  

• Access to networks is important, as only this way it’s possible to sell your product (more 
importance to sales activities rather than IT development; good ideas can stay uncovered 
if no sales/marketing is made) 

• There is a lack of good and competent IT people in the market. In terms of 
compensation, can motivate with the share in the company. In future might hire 
programmer and sales people if the project works. 

• In terms of state support, do not require more help. Current situation is quite good. 
There have been many positive news recently and the state also supports entrepreneurs 
more in their way of thinking.  

• In future, what state help would need: EAS representations in different countries and the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and embassies can help a lot. How to expand abroad. Help 
with market research.     

  

Ragnar Sass, Co-founder, Pipedrive  

• Web-based CRM software for sales management. The company was established in 2010 
in cooperation with Vain&Partners training and consultancy company (the sales side) and 
a team with IT background. Ragnar has been in start-up business for 4-5 years, took his 
team of 4 people from previous company that basically closed its operations (United 
Dogs and Cats, UDC) 

• Thus the team already had a good experience from start-up. UDC also received money 
from Estonian Development Fund (comment: the EDF investors do not really entail this 
specific experience in the market to consult the start-up; do not entail that good 
knowledge base and have not succeeded in the business themselves..).  

• Peep Vain (one of the partners at Vain & Partnerid) believed in the idea from the 
beginning and thus also provided the initial financing. 

• What went wrong in UDC was conflicts with investors (ASI, EDF, some private investors) 
and the employees, the vision was different. 

• State support wants to see a 2-year development plan of a company while start-up 
companies often have to change their plans within weeks (have to be flexible and adapt) 

• When EDF invested into UDC, the law that governs its activities was not flexible at all, did 
not follow the rules that were present in the investment world. EDF gives money in 
stages – thus always have to think how to perform according to these milestones. 

• PD received development support from EAS, wrote the applications themselves, but 
normally young companies would have to use consultants to actually be able to receive 
the support. Pretty complicated process. EAS procedures could be more simple.  

• Estonia’s migration policy is also not very flexible and it takes long to get foreigners (esp 
from the east) to work here. 
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• Currently PD has approximately 1,000 clients in ca 50 countries. In U.S. ca 30-40%, then 
Brazil, Estonia, UK, France (the most important markets). Head office in Silicon Valley 
(CEO there), approx 10 employees. 7 in Estonia, 3 traveling around. The connection with 
Estonia is lessening.  The market here is small or even lacks at all to test the products. 

• PD spent 3 months in a business incubator in San Francisco and managed to get 
themselves additional investors. Was very useful as also got a lot of advisory support. 

• The key for start-ups is marketing and how to reach their customers. Currently PD has 
salaries as the key expenses, marketing and other expenses are kept minimal. 

• UDC. They started initially to develop a product and then only finding external support 
(e.g. financing). Got to know about EAS (e.g. start-up support) really late, in this sense 
their awareness about it was really low, maybe also EAS should have promoted itself 
more at the time.  

• Start-ups don’t only need money. They need know-how, how also to manage their 
revenues and expenses, etc.  

• UDC, was for too long concentrating on Estonia, the key markets were somewhere else.  

• From Estonian Development Fund did not get that much help as the EDF did not have 
their market specific knowledge/experience. Wasn’t considerable help in this sense. EAS 
– offers to participate fairs, but this does not help that much YIC-s.  

• In terms of employing people – first go through your personal network, have to know 
them, their background. In start-up world every day can be either very much up or down, 
thus have to be the personality. Have to have need for achievement, to make an impact.  

• Would like to employ e.g. developers from Ukraine, but again immigration policy is not 
that convenient. Young companies also have limited time resource, so cannot put most 
of their time on this bureaucracy. E.g. bigger companies like Skype already have many 
foreign employees, thus they are already more aware of these procedures.  

• Generally speaking about the needs of YIC-s. The key problem for many companies is 
how to get the first paying customer. May have really good business models, but then 
again cannot capitalize these.  

• In Finland there is a ca 50 tEUR support for creating a prototype; in Estonia there is 
growth support which states that the prototype development should be bought in, not 
developed internally. Could be changed. 

• Tehnopol and other incubators – good to concentrate all the start-up companies, good 
for sharing experience, etc.  

• Current media coverage on start-up companies is not very competent; cannot 
understand the logic of start-ups.  


